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Milestones, Roadblocks in Clayoquot Sound
Campaign

,-

1ht; ilntJSh Colwnbia government on July o. 1995 announced it
w .... ~.!~~ ~d~pt aU th-: re':C'mmendation~ made by 3 blue-ribbon Science
l'an"i dt,llgt:u with Jdining sustainable [on,:sLry in Ciayoquol Sound.
The

eov.,-nment's

marh~t

announc~ent

reflects the intluence ofthe U.S.

I...ampaign '""ag~d by RAi"J' amI alli;,;J timilUlllmmtal groups. In

behind-the-scenes negotiations, the threat of cancened U. S. contracts
for B. C. c1eareut pulp and paper tipped the scales in favor of adopting
the complete set of recommendations.
Science Panel r~conunendations vindicate RAN's anti-clearcutting
position. mark an unprecedented paradigm fi'lhift from volwne-based
forestry to ecosystem-based planning, and create a broader role for
indigenous knowledge in decision-making processes. The
recommendations also defer industrial logging in pristine areas until
biological and cultural inventories are completed.
The S~kn;.;c Pand'::, 1 t;Cmnnlt:nJations, if coJificd into law, mean a crucial reprieve for Clayoquot's
bt:sicgcd rainforests. But three ~ior issues continue to concern the campaign.
l'1rst, the ultimate fate of Clayoquot's pristine areas is unresolved. Continued vigilance is required to ensure
th<>t ('!~'Oq\~0t'~ r~;nfo1"·~~t'l ftTe perman~t~' pr0tected. "Clayoquot should be spared any further Jogging,"
,j.,~, \\\}I.)d Camp~~igI1Cl Atossa Sollani.

,.-

Secondly, since the Scie;ncc Panel recommendations propose an ex-perimental method of scicnftfically
based logging. under thl~se recommendations there would still be logging in primary ancient rainforests. In
response, Executive Director Randy Hayes declares: "The Science Panel clearly states that c1earcutting is
c
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unsustainable in ancient temperate rainforests. So the Panel took a giant step in the right direction. But the
Panel was responding to the question of how rainforests should be logged by giant corporations. The real
question--which the pa11lel did not address--is whether they should be logged at all."

I"inally, the rest of B.C. 's Wlprotected ancient temperate rainforests continue to be ravaged by clearcutting.
Over twenty million acres are on the chopping block. Since the U. S. market demand for wood drives this
destm::tion, RAN and the Clzyoquot R:linforest Coalition plan to escalate their campaign to convinee u.s .
.... Llstom~rs to r~jcct clearcut ancient forest products and adopt ecologically sound alternatives.

\'\1lli;,; Cl<4yU4Uu1 :;,)u1ll1 First Natiuns kadel'S SUpp,)l't th~ science pane~ First Nations leaders from other
areas of H.C. condemn it. They believe that the report will negatively impact their stmggle for sovereignty.
c-::~;";u;-~.;;; jaint lagging ventures bctween First Nation communitics and timber companies, and legitimize
mdustnalloggmg m pristine primary iorests.

illeS\;; views were expressed by a group of cllld:~ and elders who met during the 1995 RAN ChautaU4ua
on Clayoqllot I!illand (know as Juh-Juh-Dids by local First Nations). An ad-hoc Juh-Juh-Oids councilleacl
by these Native leaders issued a declaration stating thdr reasons for opposing the Science Panel and calliii.g
for an end to commercial logging in all primary forests. A number of U.S. and B.C. environmental leaders
including Randy Hayes signed the declaration in support of their right to protest the treaty negotiation
process and in agreement with their position against logging in primary forests.

Declaration of Juh-Juh-Dids
We declare a state of global emergency. We call for an immediate end to commereiallogging in all
remaining primary forestA. We support indigenous sovereign nations. We support their opposition to the
B.C. Treaty Commission and to the Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel recommendations because we
recognize that these processes have been sponsored by ecologically irresponsible corporations and the
g"YITnment they control. The blanket policies they h:rve produced will adversely affect all life, water, and
iand in ",,-hat is commonly referred to as British Columbia, and beyond.

-----------------------------------------------

Bakun Dam Fails Environmental Impact
Assessment
The government of the Ma!aysian province ofSarawak, on the island of Borneo, plans to build a
hydroelectric dam on the Rajang River that will be one of the largest in the world. Discussions have be~n
undetway for 15 years, but now the nightmare is a reality. Sarawak's government approved a que!iltionable
environmental report on the Bakun dam project commissioned by the very company holding the contract
to build the dam, Ekran Berhad. This gives Ekran Berhad the green light to clearcut, then flood 170,000
acres of rainforest (an area larger than the island of Singapore), and relocate upwards of 8,000 native
inhabitants.
The Intl.nlational Rivers Network--based in Berkeley, Califomia--eommissioned an independent review of
the Bakun Dam interim Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). The review concludes that the ElA
"would not meet internationally accepted standards for emironmental assessment. "
The !nte-mational Rivers Network (IRN) ~';ew states that the interim ElA does not present facts in a
H~ull~ scientific manm:r. Rather, it is hias~d blatt:lltly in favor of dam construction. It fails to address
several key i~sue~; snch a~ the impact of the dam on downstream ecosystems.
and 1m concJ1L~iOnlil draw
.
,
upon inadequate data regarding the rate the rescIToir \"\till fill-with sediment and the ecology of the fhh in
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the R~lang River Basin.. Ihe trapping of river sediments in the reselVoir will reduce power production
from the dam, and will speed erosion of the downstream riverbed, banks, and delta.
Furthennore, the IRN review reveals that the EfA does not give specific guidelines for the resettlement of
area native communities. It leaves
details up to the Sarawak State Planning Unit (SPU). McGill
University anthropologist Jerome Rousseau observed a SPU resettlement in the 1980s that he typified "an
unmitigated dissaster." The natives ended up culturally destitute, economically impoverished and
psychologically traumatized.

an

TI1C Long Bulan Kcnyah people who live in the proposed flood pan concur with IRN. "Our people are
confused." says tribal leader J .awing Lat: "We are hardly given any infonnation on the dam project. A
Goycmmcnt official came to "isit us, but he left us with many of our questions unanswered. He warned us
that it we spoke ~ainst the project, Iwe] would be blacklisted. We do not want the project. We do not
,":mt r~'lettlement. "

Ih~

n~vjew concludes that hecau!il~ of theRe serious flaws, the interim EIA "does not provide an
aS5uranc..: to potential investors and lenders to the Bakl1ll Project that the economic benefits of
the proJect will be greater than the overall costs." The $6 billion BakWl dam project will never be
proft~ble unless it receives huge government !;ubsidies, and if the local people shoulder the devastating

H< N

.·,j..:.quat~

environmental costs.

Editorial: Stop Corporate Greed!

-

By Randall Hayes
Scientists call the rainforests 'the lungs of the planet,' but these vital organs are everywhere under attack by
an aggressive strain of cancer: namely, human greed. The Earth is sick, and the patient's days are few.
There is little time left to save the rainforest ecosystem and the people who Jive within it. By our figures,
corporate greed will conswne the last remaining rainforests in less than 40 years. Rainforests once covered
14% ot the earth's land surface; now they cover a mere 6%. One of the Earth's lungs has already
collapsed.

We hl1m.l'llS are not mritlg our resourcelil wisely. We have only to 100k at the tan, ancient trees that fan daily
lcmpurary sds fO! muvies, amI Jisposable chupsticks to know that something is uc~ply
wrong. fhe rainforests' contribution to the environment defies dollar value. What is the price tag fOr
:,a~troHing ';":~athcr pattGrnS":» PrO\iding ~atchmcnt for w3ter run-off? Absorbing greenhouse gasses? A
singie rainstoml iII the 1'iIilippines killed over 2.,4UU people ovemight due to flooding. What was to blame?
The !anti. de~poiled by i<Uegal1ogging, no }ongf>f had the rainforest to hold soil in place and regulate the
uo.v of walel.

:0 mal..,; plywuotl,

-
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Twenty-five percent ofthe active ingredients in cancer-fighting drugs come from organisms found only in
the rainforest. Medical science is finding new cures all the time. Even so, the rainforests are being logged,
flooded and burned down in the name of short-tenn profit. Hatvard's Pulitzer Prize-winning biologist,
Edward o. Wilson, says we are losing 137 plant, insect, and animal species per day. That's 50,000 species
per year. This catastrophic biological meltdown far exceeds anything the Earth has seen since the
extinction of the dinosaurs.
The most tragic victims of corporate cancer are the indigenous rainforest peoples. The Karen of Thailand,
Penan of Malaysia, Yan.omami of VenezueIa, Huarani of Ecuador, and others are being displaced by
commercial interests. TIley face down giant bulldozers, logging trucks, and the military in defense of their
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llOlllt:lands. Ihey are bt:aten up, arreswl!. and mw-dered for their efiorts.
IvIiisubishi Corporation .is one of the must voracious destroyers of the world's rainforests. Its timber
pnrc:h,,"eR hwe laid wa~te to forests in the PhiJippineR, Malayfria, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, Branl,
BolivIa, Australia, New Zealand, Siberia, Ca.nada, and even the United States. Texaeo spilled over 6
million gallons of oil in .Ecuador alone, discharged 20 billion gallons of polluted waste-water, and
constructed roads into virgin forest to facilitate the deforestation of 2.5 million acres. Unocal supports the
repressive militaIy government ofBwma and uses native conummities as slave labor to build pipelines and
railroads.
None of this has to happen. Plants such as kenaf and grass straw are excellent sources of paper and
building materials. They grow wen in various c1irnates and do not need pesticides. Unfortunately, rich
companies like Dupont oppose these alternatives as a threat to synthetic products. The real price of timber,
oil, and minerals is bome by native cultures and future generations.
We can Rtop the diseaRe that is killing the rainforeRts only if we acknowledge that it is our disease, too. We
ar~

all guilty of consuming products without recognizing the consequences. \Ve need to reduce ow' use of
forest prodUCts. We need to demand alternatives. We need to show ow- anger by refusing to buy products
from ~.fits!lbishi Corporation, Georgia Pacific, Texaco, and Unocal.

to ~a"e the rainforestc;, the current generation needs to make an environmental V-tum
iHUl • ..,Jiatdy. SluV sVfcailiuglhc Catl"CI. fm augl) atld scared... and you should be, too! "lodd RainfOlCsl
\\ieck is upon us. We n(~ed to mobili7.e and save the rainforests. NOW!
With

-

<.In

llttl~ tim~

RAN's Protect-an-Acre Funds Support Forest Communities,
Protect Homelands
• • . .). f:• • The

Protect-an-Acre Program (PAA), now in its third year, continues

••. its mission to help forest communities defend their homelands :from
...•' destruction by funding projects directly within these communities. So
•far in 1995, P AA has granted $66,646 to traditional groups in
.: Alaska, Bram, Chile, Ecuador, Malaysia, Mexico, Panama, and
.' Peru. There are several grants pending, which will bring year-end
totals over $111,000. PAA funds in 1995 benefit an array of
activitie.q that help protect more than 9 million acre.q of rainforest.
..........................". . . RAN's coordination VYith these groups strengthens our campaigns,
w.\lin~ us allies on the front Jrne and frrst-hand inionnation to incorporate into our objectives
One-third of the P AA money goes specifically to land demarcation. This is the process of mapping out
:md Qe('.lIling Iafld right~ frn- areaq th:.t will hecorne parks and ;ndigenous reserves Thiq year,
Ii ,1).1";) [Will RA?, dir\,;dly WlJi.JIWlit"s th\;; d~mat'\,;ativn uf over 2 million acn:s of ra.illfofl;;st. This tak~s th..;
land out of the grasp of the logging. oil. and mining interests and puts it into the hands of its rightful
tf':rrit{\rit~q

()ne PAA grant of note helped the Panara Indians in Brazil reestablish themselves in their ancestral
territori.:s. A highway built through their land ill the 1970s exposed the natiws to epidc:mic diseases ihai
killed twenty-percent of their population. Then, the Brazilian government moved the Panara to a new
settlement. With partial support from RAN's P AA, the Panara have returned to their lands, and the legal
demarcation process is underway. Meanwhile. RANs Amazon Program continues to work with Brazilian
indigenous organizations to pressure Brazil to demarcate all indigenous territories.

ot t>
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R.'\..l\J is excited with PAA's ongoing successes. However, the demand for much-needed undeIWriting
,,;),.\.;\,;l;0s the fuuds we haw at hand. RAN is now seeking money for several new, unique projects, such as
mnnitorine- the A.lto .hJ11IJ:J extractive re~e in Rranl, demarcating the Mazaruni tenitoty in Gnyana, and
Pf0t.:,,:,ilng, th~ Xuxalk homelands in Cailada from logging.
_~~M~. . ., .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mitsubishi Divests Daiya Malaysia Holdings
On August 4th, Mitsubishl Corporation atUlounced the sale of its 40% share in logging giant Daiya
Malaysia, Ltd. The company indicated that it would reinvest profits from the sale in non-timber.
value-added acmities. It also stated that the sale is part of its efforts to focus on core business areas and
investments most closely aligned with the development of future business.

RAN has been assured privately that the corporation has no contractual obligations to purchase timber
from Daiya Malaysia. It. also will have no continuing ties with that company. This does not, however,
mean that Mitsubishi will stop purchasing timber either from Daiya Malaysia or other companies in
Sarawak. It also does not insure that Daiya Malaysia will operate in an ecologically sustainable fashion.
fu responding to the annoWlcement, !v.fichael Marx, Director of the Boycott !v.fitsubishi Campaign, was
positive hut cautious. "We don't want Mitsubishi Corporation to think that it can sell its shares in these
cumpani~s, continue to buy timber as usual, and escape responsibility for destroying forests," he said.
" rh~ boycott will continue Wltil Mitsubishi Corporation is totally out of the nonsustainable timber trade.
That day is :l long ways off."

-

R A1'I.f'q nffiriltl re'l'rOl'~~ tl) the ~a'e c.omme'lds MitSllN~hi C'orporation for this ~ho]ir gesture. "We hore.
ill.;i i.his Ualil:>d\,;uon g"nuindy f~prescnis Ul~ \,;ompatl)"s intention to trdllSiliun its cure business Lo

environmentally sustainable activities. We strongly encourage this effort and remain wiDing to work with
th.:::: ::::omp~liy to facilitati;:; this transition. "
RAN also concluded that it "will continue its boycott activities against Me. While recognizing the
positiveness of this step, we also acknowledge the immensity of Mitsubishi's involvement in logging in
Asia, North America, and Siberia. MC is one of the largest importers of timber in the worJd and to our
knowledge, none of its operations or suppliers are operating in an ecologically sustainable manner."

RAGtime
What could be more inspiring and empowering than gathering under a full moon, August sky in a
tt;mperate rainforest with 200 fellow activists? The seventh annual Rainforest Action Chautauqua, held
August 10-15 on Clayoquat Island Preserve, was just that! It gave all who attended the wrique opportunity
to g~thcr in the beautiful British Columbia rainforest. .. and literally bring our work homel

Friends of Chyoquot Sound and the network of Rainforest Action Groups (RAGs) met to discuss our
i ~)ks ill tht: lainfur~st movement, makt; plans for the future, and network wiUllike-mindeu a~tivists who
are also at work protecting the world's rainforests.

-

1 he Ramtorest Action Chautauqua is a maSSIve Wldertaking that requires months of planning and untold
of hard work. Chautauqua 1995 wa.'! a success due to the sweat and toil of myriad people: RAN

hOUN

staff, RAG members, and our B.C. allies ... the Friends of Clayoquot SOWld and the staff of ClayOquoL
lfiltand Preserve

[
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The list of contributions is almost endless. To cite just two examples of generosity: Curt Clemensen and
the Earth Fowuiation RAG in Texas donated 100 commerative t-shirts to help raise funds for the
Chautauqua Coune.il, a one year-old council of regional RAG representatives. Susan BJoom, the ovrner
and caretaker of Clayoquot Island Presclvc, gave us use of her beautiful property for the gathering and
sponsored a groovy local band. Auntie Kate, to play a dance concert.
The Living Jungle Alliance RAG from Northern California, St. Louis Rainforest Advocates RAG from St.
T Quis, tvfO, ,md the Friend~ ofClayoqnot Sound (now an honorary RAG from beautiful B.C.) gave

willing aSI>.i.~i~n\;" that l.l.llds them ill i11~ \;at~g01y: "Couldn't Haw Made it Happen Without You." Tll~se
grouns gave ac;; a program that inspired and motivated all who came.
World Ra.u:l1:orest Week is approachmg fast. Tlus year's theme, "Alternative Models for an Ecological
Society, " will raise awareness not only ahout rainforest destruction, but also about the alternatives to
rainfoflJsl destruction that exist Activities dwing \\7orld Rainforest Week include demonstrations,
educational events, ffim festivals ... you name it! If you're interested in getting involved in the campaign to
protect the rainforests, you can join your local Rainforest Action Group. Ifthcrc isn't one, you can sta.t1
your own! World Rainforest Week O:rganizer's Manuals are available for $5. For more infOmlation,
contact Marika Holrngn.'"Il, Grassroots Coordinator at RAN, 450 Sansome Street, Suite 700, San
Francisco, CA 94111. (415)398-4404.
As a closing note, we want to give special recognition to Maria Monroe--a RAG-unto-herself in
Bellingham, W A--for her efforts to save the world's rainforests. Thanks for the good world
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FACTS ON THE QUESTION OF EAST TIMOR
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F'I>IiI/-'+";.I.·~:·····;······ . .

1. Accusations: "200,000 or one-third of East Timor's population have been killed since Indonesia
Invaded the counlry in 1075: the worst case (?(genocide, per capita. since the Holocaust".
.Facts: On the matter of alleged "genocide" the fact is that nobody knows authoritatively how many
p~;op/;:; died in En:;t Timor, during the ci\.il war, as a result of tribal strife, during and after the
indonesian mtervlmtion, and as a result oi famine. Ihat many people died is tragic but the deliberate
e-..::aggeration 0-f the number of deaths to di'lcredit Indonesia is simply dishonest. In 1976, Fransisc('
da Cruz, spokesman of the East Timor Provisional govemment was quoted in the international pl,,~;~
ac;: having ~aid that "60,ono had been killed" in Ea.qt Timor. The next day, however, the ~ame
spokesman said that 60,000 had "lost their lives or homes" and this figure included the 40,000
refugees who had fled to West Timor. Through a process of mutual citation-and with the active
assistance of the lndonesia's critics/pro-Fretilin lobby, what began as a figure of 60,000 - was
gradually escalated to 200,000 or one-third of the population.
(Address by Rlchar'd Woolcott, former Australian Ambassador to Indonesia from 1975-1978 to the Sydney
Institute on May 19'92)

-

2. Accusations: "About 100 people were killed and over 100 wounded when troops opened fire on

peaceful procession at the Santa Crnz cemetery in Dili, East Timor on November 12, 1991".
Facts: The tragie incidents that occured in Dili, East Timor, on the 12 November 1991 was deeply
regrettable, as was immediately and repeatedly expressed by the Indonesian Government at the
hiehe~t levels. It wac;: a tragic incident and dearly not an act ordered by or reflecting the pol1cy of the
Government or the Amlcd Forces. It was not an orderly and peaceful procession dedicated to
commemorate the death of Sebasnan GomeL. In tact. the demonstrators poseo provocative and
~gressive attitud-~ that threatened the arms and safety of the security personnel. .J\. spontaneous
reaction Look plal;e among the security personnel to defend themselves, v'Vithout wmmano, n:sulLing
in exce'lstve shooting at the dem0nstrators, cau<;ing death and wounded. The commission feels that
(Lel\;; .m; su.ffi~iently strong growlds to wnc1ude Ihdt the death casualtit:s totalkJ about 50 \\ihik llil
wounded exceeded 91.
(East limor: Buildiing for the }'uture, published by the Department 0.' Foreign Atlalrs, Republic 01' Indonesia,
July 1992; nnal Rt!port of the National Commission of Inquiry, Jakarta, January 1992)

--

3. Accusations: "In January 1974 the Timorese Democratic Union (UDT) entered a coalition w;th
the Revolutionary Front for an Independent Timor (Fretilin). Both parties agreed with the
Portuguese to move towards independenceoverr a three-year period. The Indonesian Military
bribed and persuaded several UDT leaders to organize a coup in August 1975 and since then
Indonesia invaded East Timor".
.Facts: An orderly and peaceful dccolonization came to an abrupt halt when in August 1975 lhe
Portuguese colonial administration abandoned East Timor in a most irresponsible manner, after
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auo\Aomg the sItuation in the tenitory to deteriorate to the poml 01 ciVIl war, in tact, aUi.:f pracllcally
instigating civil war by clandestinely turning over its arms and munitions to one particular group. the
Fretilin. In doing so, P011ugal in effect relinquished its responsibility as administeI1ng power. In
Augnst and November 1975 Indonesia was not even involved in the tragic events unfolding in F.(lst
Timor, althuugh it: haJ to bear the consequences of the turmoil interalia in Ule fonn of 42,000 Lj~i
Timorese refugees streaming across the bordeI' in to West Timor. Four political parties in East
Timor (except Frc:tilin) proclaimed on November 30, 1975 the dependence of East Timor through
integration with the Republic of Indonesia.

-

(Statement by H.E. All Alayas, Indonesian Foreign Minister before members oftbe National Press Club,
Washington, D.C. 20 .'ebruary 1995)

M.~tum to East Timor page

-

© 1995. Embassy ofIndonesia for Canada
Last updated: September 15, 1995
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For centuries Indonesia, now a nation of 3,000 islands which include Java, Sumatra, Sulawes~ parts of
Borneo and New Guinea, and Baki, was known to Westerners as the source of spices. The Moluccas, also
a part of this diverse nation, were called the "spice islands." Today Indonesia not only exports cloves and
pepper, but is also a fertile supplier of rice, sweet potatoes, coffee, tea, peanuts, soybeans, and sugarcane.
The Dutch controlled the Indonesian Archipelago from the seventeenth centuIy to 1949, when under
internal and international pressure they granted Indonesia independence. To this day, Dutch remains the
common language of many islanders. Rather than bring Dutch food to Indonesians, the Dutch brought
Indonesian food to the world, creating a style of dining known as rijsttafe~ meaning "rice table" in Dutch,
in which as many as 30 dishes are placed on a large table and guests serve themselves. Most dishes are
vegetarian; very little meat is eaten, and when it is, a little goes a long way. Huge bowls of cooked dry
white rice are served with every me~ and some of the dishes are simply bowls of fresh sliced pineapple,
fresh and fried bananas, peanuts, pistachios, fresh coconuts, mango, cucumbers, and fish. Vendors sell
many foods on the streets. Cakes and breads, noodles and meatballs, and rice with fish are just a few of
the offerings of these hardworking vendors.

_

GADO-GADO
NASI GORENG
LONTONG
KATJANGSAOS
SATEAJAM
TIMOR ACHAR

-

Recipes takenfrom: Albyn, Carole Lisa and Lois Sinaiko Webb. The Multicultural Cookbook/or
Students. Phoenix, AZ:The Oryx Press. 1993.

&
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Gado-Gado (Cooked Vegetable Salad)

-

Thie traditiorud oooked vegetAble ludad with savory peanut dressing makes

Cl

refreshing lunoh on

Cl

hot

summer day. Yield: serves 6 1 T. vegetable oil
1 cup bean curd (tofu), cubed
1 cup shredded cabbage, fresh, blanched
112 cup sliced carrots, :fresh (blanched) or frozen (thawed)
112 cup diagonaJIy sliced green beans, :fresh (blanched)
or frozen(thawed)
2 tomatoes, sliced
1 cucumber, peeled, sliced
3 cooked potatoes, peeled and sliced
salt and pepper to taste
2 hard-cooked eggs, peeled and sliced
Peanut sauce (katjang saos) (see accompanying link on Food Intro page)
Equipment: Small-size :~killet, slotted spoon, paper towels, salad bow~ salad tools

Procedure:
1. Heat oil in skillet over medium-high heat, add bean curd, and fly for about 8 minutes until lightly
browned. Remove with slotted spoon and then drain on paper towels.
2. Arrange cabbage\ carrots, green beans, tomatoes, cucumber, and potatoes in salad bowl. Add salt
and pepper to taste and eggs for garnish. Drizzle with katjang saos (peanut sauce) and serve.
Serve salad with extra peanut sauce.
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Nasi Goreng (Fried Rice)

-

Nasi goreng is one of the best known Indonesia rice dishes. (Either fried or plain boiled, rice is served at
every meal.)
Yield: serves 4 to 6
4 T. vegetable oil
3 eggs, lightly beaten
4 onions, chopped
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 cup cooked, thinly sliced chicken or turkey
5 cups cooked rice
2 T. soy sauce
1 t. brown sugar
salt and pepper to taste
1/2 cup chopped peanuts for garnish

Equipment: Large-size skillet, mixing spoon, plate

Procedure:
1. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in skillet over medium-high heat, add eggs, and spread out like thin pancake.
When finn, remove from heat, transfer to plate, and cut into thin strips. Set aside for garnish.
2. Add remaining oil to same skillet and heat over medium heat. Add onions and garlic, mix well, and
cook until soft, but not brown (about 3 minutes). Add chicken or turkey, rice, soy sauce, sugar,and
salt and pepper to taste. Cook Wltil heated through. Sprinkle with egg strips and peanuts. Serve rice
hot as a main dish or as a side dish with sate ajam, for which recipe follows.
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Lontong (Indonesian Rice Rolls)
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Longtong (Indonesian Rice Rolls)

-.

Lontong is the traditional bread dish served at a buffet.
Yield: serves 6
3 cups water
1 cup uncooked long-grain rice, rinsed in cold water
2 112 quarts water
Equipment: Medium sized saucepan with cover, 2 10X16" aluminum foil sheets, large size saucepan with
cover, potholder or oven mitt.

1. Put rice and watc;:r in saucepan and bring to a boil over high heat. Reduce to simmer, cover, and
cook for 15 minutes. Remove :from heat, keep covered, and set aside for 10 minutes. Uncover and
cool at room temperature for 15 minutes.
2. Place 2 sheets of foil side-by-side on work surface and divide cooked rice equally between them.
Moisten hands, and, one at a time, form each mound of rice into a sausage-shape, about 2 inches
thick and 6 inches long down the center of the foil. To wrap the rice, bring the 2 long edges of foil
up over the rice, and holding them together, fold over several times and press each fold to tightly
seal in the rice. Twist the ends and bend them over, making the package waterproof.
3. Fill the large sauc:e pan with 2 112 quarts water, bring to a boil over high heat, and add foil-wrapped
rice. Bring back to a boil, reduce to simmer, cover and cook for 1 hour. Wearing oven mitts and
using tongs, remove packages of rice from water and place on work surface to cool to room
temperature. Refiigerate wrapped until ready to serve.
4. To serve, carefu11y unwrap and discard foil. Place lontong on serving dish and cut into 1 inch slices
(moisten knife helps with cutting). Serve at room temperature.
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Katjang Saos (peanut Sauce)
Yield: about 1 cup.

112 cup peanut butter, chunky or plain
3 T. fresh lemon juice
3 T. sugar
2 T. soy sauce
1 t. fresh peeled and grated ginger or 114 t. ground ginger
2 cloves finely chopped garlic or 1 t. garlic granules
1/2 t. ground red peppf,'f
114 cup water
Equipment: electric blender
Procedure:

1. Using blender, combine peanut butter, lemonjuice, sugar, soy sauce, ginger, garlic, red pepper, and
water into a smooth paste. SetVe sauce in little individual bowls.
2. Have guests dip the sate ajam (see recipe on next page) in their dishes of sauce. The chicken is
eaten off the stick, like eating a corn dog. The sauce is also used as a salad dressing on the
gado-gado (cooked vegetable salad).
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Sate Ajam (Skewered Chicken)

-

Yield:

SetVeS

4-6

2 T. soy sauce
1 T. sugar
1 T. peanut oil
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
1 T. fresh ginger, peeled and finely chopped, or 1 t. ground ginger
4 chicken breasts, skinl,~ss, boneless, cut in 1 inch cubes
Equipment: Medium mixing bow~ mixing spoon, 8 or 10 12 inch wooden skewers (or metal skewers),
either lightly greased oven broiler pan or lightly greased baking sheet with raised edge, tongs, oven mitts
Procedure:
Set broiler rack about 6 inches under broiler and preheat broiler.

1. Put soy sauce, sugar, oil, garlic, and ginger in medium bow~ and mix well. Add chicken, mix well,
and marinate for 1 hour in refiigerator. While in refiigerator, mix to coat with marinade several
times.
2. Set top shelf in oven directly under broiler heat (about 4 inches). Preheat oven broiler to medium.
3. ff using wooden skewers, you must soak skewers in water for about 30 minutes. Thread about 6
chicken cubes on each skewer and place side-by side on broiler or baking pan. Place under broiler
to broil for about 3 minutes on each side. Turn chicken once as it browns, using tongs and oven
mitts. Do not overcook.
4. SetVe Sate Ajam with Katjang Saos (peanut sauce) for dipping and rice.
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Timor Achar (pepper Salad with Sesame Seeds)
Yield: SelVes 6

114 cup apple cider vinegar
1 t. sugar
1121. salt
2 T. sesame seeds
1/4 lb. snow peas, trimmed and cut lengthwise into this strips
1 red onion, thinly sliced
1 green bell pepper, cored, seeded, finely sliced
1 red bell pepper, cored, seeded, finely sliced
1 tomato cut in 6 wedges
Equipment: SmaJJ.-size jar with cover, small-size skilllet, salad bow~ salad tools

Procedure:
1. Put vinegar, sugar, and salt in jar, cover, and shake to blend; refrigerate
2. Heat sesame seeds in small skillet over medium heat, tossing until browned (about 3 minutes). Set
aside.
3. Put snow peas, OJtuon, and green and red bell peppers into salad bow~ pour over the dressing.
4. SelVe the salad chilled with rice and other dishes. Sprinkle the sesame seeds over the top of the
salad.
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Stories

-This page provides links to folklore and fables about htdonesia. This is only a small sample of the body of
work available on this culturally rich island nation.

The Three Companions
An Old Sumatran Legend

Back to Educational Links to htdonesia Homepage
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DeLeeuw, Adele. Illdonesian legends and Folk Tales. Thomas Nelson and Sons:New York, 1961
Every y~ar Chokra madt: a visit to the Holy City ofl\ifccca. Her wmpanions were always DeaUl anJ Fl.:.'o.i].
One year it happened tltat Fear come before Death and Cholera, and the gatekeeper. who did not know
her, let her go into the (;ity.
When the other two appeared before the gate of the Holy City, the watchman called angrily, "So! You
come again to bring SOITOW and misery, do you? And how may victims are you going to take this time,
cursed Cholera?"
"Don't callY on so," Cholera said easily. "I imagine I won't take more than five hundred."
"And you, dread Dt:atll," the gatekeepi,;;r cried, tuming to her. "I-low many people are you going to takt:
nf the Holy City to your kingdom?"

Ol1t

·uh. I'll take whatever Cholera gives me," Death answered quietly.
vv~U,·· the gatekeeper muttered, "go in. But watch out, Cholera, that you take no more than five hundred
\';C ft '1'l'l' Vnu pf'0mi!-1e~' <\nd you, Death, don't Y{)H dare to take more than Cholera give!=! you'"

"(Yatekeepcr. " they ~alrl to~ether. "VOll can retv on our word." And
opened gate and into th~ Holy City.

-

~ide

by

~ide

they pa'lsed through the

Long weeks they remained in the city, and then fuey called to the gatekeeper to open the gates again.

"Hmrnm, the gatekeeper muttered, "how many victims do you take, Cholera?"
II

"I did my best not to go beyond the promised number," Cholera answered. II And so I am taking no more
than four hundred and ninety. "
"Now, that sound'! as if you're speaking the truth," the gatekeeper decided. He turned to Death. ".<\nd you.
Death, how many are you taking with you?"

"Oh, I am taking more than a thousand with me," Death answered at once.
The gJtekeeper was horrified. "How can th3t be?" he cried in astonishment. "Cholera herself said she is
taking lonly four hundnxl and ninety!"
''YV" ... J)~aih answt:rcd, "lhatlli whai CihJkli.l Th laking. But most ~)[ ihos-.: VvliO Ji~d Wt:l C lakl:;u OJ F~.lJ,
who came unnoticed though your gate. One day vou ""ill know. old man, that our sister Fear does more
hann and causes more deaths than Cholcra~"
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An Uld Sumatran Legend

-

/:tJ,eeuw. rldeie,

il1"iollCSlul1

Legends and Folk Te.les. Thomas Nelson and Som,:l\'ew rork, 196;,

Hunw .;J..., ~ml Hundreds of }\;;ars ago in SUlmLra a lillie village lay on Ule bank of a svvift-flowing riv\,;l.
On the other side of th(: river was a dense forest, and in the center of this forest live a tapa or hermit. He
\"as an old man; for many years his home had been a rocky cave hidden Wlder palm leave. He had lived
on fruits of the trees and the nearby fields, and was friendly with all the animals in the woods, even (he
tigers.

But it came to pass that there wa'l a bad drought. The fiuits withered on the trees and shrank to dry hush
in the fields. The hermit could fmd nothing to cat, and he couldn't possibly kill any of his animal mends.
So, at last, he made himself a small boat out of a tree tnmk, rowed across the river, and asked the people
of the little village to give him a handful of rice to still his hunger.
They gave him half a coconut-shell full of rice and he thanked them. "Someday I hope to return this rice
to you twofold," he said.
The man who had handed it to him laughed. "Ncver mind," he said. "That won't be necessary."
Rllt when the old hennit came again to a~k for a handfuJ of rice, and when he carne still another day for
allother handful of rice, the villagers began to be almoyed. "We can't give you any more," they said. "We
iIt m't have too mllch to eat ourselves" And the man who had given hjm the first half a coconut-shell of
;-; ~ :: . -~~;:~ cr.:-:.-:,1y, "Why don't you get J rice field for yourself, and then return some of the rice you've

-

hOfl'OVv 1:;(1 '/"

-ill~ uiJ il~nnit tumed and jeft them, still hungry. He sat down on the edge of the river and thuught of
what the man had said to him.

As he sat there a little boat drew alongside. "Why do you look so pained old man?" the helmsman leaned
out to ask.

"I haven't eaten anything since yesterday," the hemlit answered. "And the people of the village, who have
been feeding me for a while, have told me they will not give me any more lice. " He sighed. "Tht;y say thal
I must begin my own paddy. But how shall I find a suitable place in the forest to plant? And who wi]] give
me the yOWlg rice stalks to set out? I don't have even a single rice grain?"
"That 1 can give you." the helmsman said. He took up a little bag that lay beside him on the deck. "Cut
down some trees near your hut, and make a paddy in the clearing. If you work hard and take good care of
the plants, these grains should bring you luck."
Without another word. the man sprang into his boat and sailed on. The hermit stared at the rice kemels so
':":'iY:'~:'-:-:0u:l:: ;i'::;n to him. He tied thea: in a palm kaf. tucked the leaf into his belt and rowed back to the
\;ljl~1 ~ltorl:. 1 har ven Jav h(; began to '.;ut down trees, although his hunger made him weak. He started
,,-ttl) th.,. trp,,'-l dn<l" t(\ hi" hnt, md k'='r't rm ('hopping until nightfaJl. Each day, he cut dmvn a few more

-

uni;~

iiually thl,;re \-vas an ()fll;;n spa(,( big enough to (,ultivate as a ri(;e field. All this time ht.: lived on
herhs and leaves from the trees.

il',,,::,,

The lalkn (leeS dried quickly in the hot SUlL.. and when the rains fell the hemlit could staI1 sowmg m tile
I~'''~'e '~arlh. The young phnts, set in ne:lt rows, grew rapidly; the stalks reached upward, the e:m:- t(}!mec1

.tw.11um"u ydow, and--:,ooner t:han usual--the graiu was ready to cut.
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An Old Sumatran Legend

And now the hennit found, to his amazement, that no matter how much rice he cut in the paddy, it
immediately grew again, and there was still the same amount to cut. He was never done.

Oeli!J..,htr.d that he Gould give hack [111 the lice he h<lc1 borrowed, and more too, he got into his little boat and
-..;d ;.: ,,1 to tli.(; villag;c. rIc b~ggcd the people to wnli:; and see his marvelous sawall for thcmselvci>.
,. Vl:1',()lh.\ 111: satd, should hnng a basket and leel free to fill it with the wonderful rice .

-

1<'-'-' •

. :uiwuy bdiev~d him when ht; said Ihat no maUt;r how much he cut, new rice grew ill its place. Stili, the:)
,II Wr"nt <H'rn<':Q thp ri\ll"'t·" mO\1! of them in hal1nwed-(lut lo~, some swimming, some in little boat'>; hut ali
ui ihl,;lh \hIli. 110\\-I,;\cr, nobody iooh. .! ba.'~kd hl;;\..!usc nobody thought the ht;;nniil:Vas iclling, the iluiiL

l'h;:- . . 'i11agcrs follawed hiffi to the padd:';. The hCnTlit took his knife and cut the fine rice stalks, and
mstanHv, m their plac~, n~w ones sprang up, .lust as tull of ripe grains. He dId tlus over and over, moving
amvn the neat rows, almost lost under towering, waving stalks. Now that they had seen the miracle with
their own eyes, the people hurried back to their village to hunt the biggest containers they could find. TIl~}
snatched up huge baskets woven of bamboo, and enounnous water vessels, and any likely looking thing,
so that they could bring back as much lice as possible. One man even brought a hug~ shed, woven of
fibers. because he couldn't fmd a basket he thought was big enough.
"What are you doing wiith that shed'?" the old hennit asked in astonislunent.
"I'm going to fill it with rice, of course," the greedy man replied, and he began to scoop up what the
hermit cut.

-

Bv the tune the shed w,as tilled to the top, no one could possibly move it down to the river's edge. That
""!1G'.':' th-:- greedy m::m dl~spair." and the hermit felt ""TTy for him. So he wove him a stout basket of,v()0d
ELt;lS to hold til~ Jil,;\,;;. "Ll.:aw th~ shed 111;.':1"1,; as an offeling to the gods," the hemtit advised.
~~; -.'" .::1.-,:-" iIi.; \~a~"s'~

p.:,opk. .:.rosscd tlh~

iiWift iiv-':;"

in their little boati:., walked down to the radcty, and

iuk:l1 their baskets and vessels to overflowing \vlth the nee that the old hennit cut for them. Finally the
,.,~,
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the wunl;.; vul ()fhis mouth than th~ h..:;autiful rip~ cars of grain withered and l>4lnk inio iL",
earth: in their place, in the flash of an eve sprang up the long, sharp blades of alang-alang grass. It shot up
foot by foot as he watched, and soon the paddy was changed into a ",1ldcmess.

:':0

svl)n~r w~l~

Just as this happened, the villagers returned once more with their baskets and jars and vessels. When they
saw how the paddy had been transfonned, they rushed madly to the shed whose roof they could just
glimpse above the tall bJades of alang-a]ang. They fought their way to the shed, because they knew it was
filled to the brim with ri.;e as an offering to the god~.
But when they reached it, their cries filled the air. For the big shed and all it contained was now only
towering rock!
.
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Group ActiVlties
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TItis page provides acce:ss to pages containing activities for students which are applicabk io the
infonnation found linked to the Educational I,inks to Indonesia. Please feel free to try them with your nwn
students. Many of the activites may be adapted to fit other topics of classroom instruction.
n

Petition Ext.'fcise
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PETITION EXERCISE
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PETITION: THE MAKING OF WORLD PUBLIC OPINION
People are not as powerless as they may thing. Even in nondemocratic socieites, public opinion can have a
powerful influence on government decision-making. In a democratic society, a foreign policy such as
America's military involtvementin Vietnam cannot be sustained without a frrm base of popu1ar support.
Students need to realiz(: that they are a part of the public opinion of the nation. A relatively simple
classroom project such as "Petition" can help them express their opinions about foreign policy in a
constructive way and perhaps give them a sense of participation in governmental decision-making.

1bis is one activity that may be profitably repeated three and even four times in a social studies course.
Select a different foreign policy question to work with each time. On one occasion, for example, you may
work on a .Middle East petition such as the one described here. A month or two later, you might draft
several policy statements on Southeast Asia and go through the same petitioning process. A third project
later in the course might concern United States relations with China or Russia or whatever issue is
currently making headlines.
Materials
As a preface to five statements on policy issues, write at the top of five separate sheets of paper, "We, the
undersigned, believe th(~ following statement shou1d guide United States foreign policy on
_ _ _ (topic)_ _ .
Copy one statement of United States policy alternatives relating to the region of concern. Example:
No matter what happens to Israe~ the United States shou1d not allow itself to be dragged into a war
with Russia.
D The ancient city of Jerusalem belongs to the Jews by right and shou1d never be surrendered to the
Arabs. The United States shou1d declare its support of Israel on this issue.
D The United State:~ shou1d supply Israel with all the weapons it needs for repelling Arab attacks.
D

-

Address two envelopes to :
Secretary of Stat~:, United States Department of State, Washington, D.C.
D Chairman, Senat~: Foreign Relations Committee, Washington, D.C.
D

Procedure
1. Provide students with background information on the conflict between Israel and its neighbors.
"What territory do the Arab nations want Israel to surrender? What is United States policy in the
area? What economic pressures are the Arabs exerting on the United States? What are the chances
of a major war developing out of the conflict in the Middle East?"
2. Read the petitions. Ask one student to volunteer to sponsor each petition. His or her task is to
collect at least ten signatures on the petition. Announce that any petition bearing ten or more
signatures will be mailed either to the Secretary of State or to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. Any petition with fewer than ten signatures will not be sent.
3. Tell student'l that they may sign more than one petition but their but their policies must be
consistent, i.e., not in conflict with one another.
4. Allow enough time in the class period to hear a brief report from each sponsor. "Was it easy or
difficult for him or her to collect signatures? What were the most frequent reasons given for either
hesitatin or refusing to sign?"
5. Ask a student to mail the petitions with the required number of signatures to decision-makers in
Washington .

-
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PETITION EXERCISE
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From: Jantzen, Stephen. Winning Ideas in the Social Studies: 26 Creative Lessons That Really
Work.New York:Teacher's College Press, 1977.
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Dlplomacy Game

.1.;:1.~.1.

The Diplomacy Game: How to negotiate with allies and enemies

-

In one comer of your classroom, you may hear one student say to another, "rm the ambassador from
Nation E. We're at war with Nation B. IF the war continues, your nation too may be in danger. Mediation
by a neutral nation like yours is the only hope for ending the war. Will you help us?"
Elsewhere in the room, government officials of Nation A may be wondering how to settle their differences
with Nation C. At the same time, the ambassador of Nation F may be seeking a modus vivendi with her or
his nation's traditional rival, Nation D.
These are the kinds of (lctivites you can expect from a simulation that teaches diplomatic vocabulary as
well as diplomatic proct~sses. Far more important, students discover that ideals of peace and goodwill have
very little to do with thf: bargaining process. The self-interests of their nations motivated their every move
in their dealings with other nations.
Objectives:
Students will: 1. discoVl:.:r the meaning of diplomacy. 2. learn the means of communications between
nations, and the procedures to which diplomats adhere.

Materials:

o On each of six 3X5 inch note cards, copy these instructions:
NATION A A regiment of troops from Natino C has crossed your western border and now
occupies one hundred square miles of your territory. You are allied with Nation F against a
common enemy, Nation E. Your relations with Nations B, and D are fairly good. You belong to a
world peace-keeping organization called W AS (World Association of States).
NATION B You have just declared war against Nation E. Nations C and F are your allies, but they
may or may not join you in this war against Nation E. The other two nations of the world are
thought to be neultral, neither friendly to you nor hostile. You belong to a world peace-keeping
organizaton called W AS (World Association of States).
NATION C Your armies have taken possession of a strip ofland on your eastern border, which
formerly belonged to Nation A. YOU have signed a loosely worded treaty of friendship with Nation
E. Nation B relies upon you for most of its food grains--wheat and barley. You distrust the
intentions of the two other nations, D and F . You belong to a world peace-keeping organization
called WAS (World Association of States).
NATION D You are a small nation with weak military capacity. You feel threatened by Nations E
and F. Natins A, B, and C depend upon you for basic mineral resources--iron ore and coal. Your
nation belongs to a world peace-keeping organization called WAS (World Association of States).

-

•
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http://bsuvc.bsu.e ... ick/diplomacy.html

NATION E Nation B has just declared war against you because it blames you for planting a bomb
in its capital city. You expect an ally, Nation C, will come to your defense. You also have close
economic ties with nation D. Relations with Nations A and E have improved recently. You hope
that they can be persuaded to become allies in your war with Nation B. Your nation belongs to a
world peace-keeping organziation called WAS (World Association of States).
NATION F Your military security depends upon your alliance with nations A and B. You are
generally suspicious of the other three nations in the world C, D, and E. Your nation belongs to a
world peace-keeping organization called WAS (World Association of States).

.I..
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o Prepare a ditto master with the following "Guide to Diplomacy." Give each student her or his own

-

copy.
Guide to Diplomacy

Your nation is limited to five basic diplomatic moves. These moves are as follows:
1. Seek modus vivendi with a nation that's hostile to you. Modus vivendi is a diplomatic term
meaning a temporary understanding or basis for cooperation between nations.
2. Issue an ultimatum against a nation that is doing something you don't like. An ultimatum is a
statement threating war with another nation unless that nation agrees to do certain things.
3. Call upon other members of the world peace-keeping organization to enforce collective
security. Collective security is a pledge among members of a group of nations (such as the
United Na1ions) to come to the aid of member nations under attack.
4. Seek detente with a hostile nation or nations. Detente is a relaxation of tensions between
formerly hostile nations.
5. Offer mediation to other nations inconvlict. Mediation means that one nation tries to arrange
a peace settlement with two or more other nations who are either at war or on the brink of
war.
D Prepare large cardboard signs identifYing each of the six nations.

Procedure:

-

1. Divide the dass into six groups. Give the corresponding sign and identification card to each.
2. Have students imagine a world that consists of only six nations. Each is faced with a different
intemationa1 problem that is identified on the cards. The goal of each nation is to improve its
position in the world by choosing between five strategies in diplomacy.
3. Hand out copies of the "Guide to Diplomacy." Make sure students understand each term described.
4. Ask each group to choose two officers. A president is needed to lead discussions and make all final
policy decisions. An ambassador is needed to present her or his government's policies to other
nations.
5. Meeting in small groups, the nations should decide what diplomatic moves to make and then send
their ambassadors on diplomatic missions "around the world."
6. Call time at the end of thirty to forty minutes. Have the presidents report to the class on their
country's moves. Did their diplomacy succeed or fail?
7. Allow some time for debriefing. Ask students what they learned from the simulation. What did it
teach them about international relations?

Jantzen. Stephen. Winning Ideas in the Social Studies: 26 Creative Lessons That Really Work.New
York.·Teacher's College Press, 1977
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Writing and the News Media
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Writing and the News Media
Introduction: News about the world takes many fonns. It is broadcast over radio and television, written
about in newspapers, magazines, and books, and is passed on by word of mouth. News, however, is not
always an objective maltter. It is often distorted or biased or slanted. This can be done unconsciously or
knowlinly to influence people. Whatever fonn it takes, news and the media that publicizes it have a
profound effect on the world. In this activity, students experiment with writing news from a number of
different viewpoint"!.
Ubjective: Students will recognize that the news can be biased.
Grade level: 6-12
Time: One or two class periods
Materials:

o news articles, editorials, from electronic or newsprint media

o predetennined pe:rspectives to distribute to each group
Procedure:
1. Explain to students that they are going to write news stories and present them to the class as
2. a news program. Have them break into groups of three or four students each.
3. Give each group a copy of an editorial and an article. Explain the difference between the two types
of stories.
4. Tell students that each group represents a lV station news team and they will be writing the news
from a different perspective. Assign each group a different perspective, but do not let the groups
know which perslPective each is receiving.
5. Have each group choose any three ews items to write about from their perspective. They can
choose any three they wish, but they should be items that easily fit their slant on the news. The
reports should be about one minute in length when they are read aloud. Also have each group write
a one minute editorial.
6. Have each group present their version of the news to the class. They may organize themselves any
way they wish (front or back of the classroom to give radio or television effect). Have other groups
guess from which perspective each group is writing the news.

Benegar, John. Teaching Writing Skills: A Global ApproachDenver, CO:Center for Teaching
International RelatiOns, 1986
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East Timor Violence Erupts Again
Reuters news service said 20 people were injured
and there were nb fatalities. Agence France- Presse
reported eight people were sl;ghtly injured.
Despite these differences, news reports agreed
the violence was the, worst in East Timor since a
massacre of civilians by government troops at a
Nov. 12, 1991, funeral march. The government
later ac~nowledged that 50 people were killed in
that 'atta:ck, while human rights activists put the
death toll as high as 180.
Thursday's student march appeared to have
been sparked by an incident June 28 when two
Indonesian soldiers were accused of desecrating
Communion wafers at a small church in Remexio, a
town south of Dili.
The marchers carried banners saying "Long
Live the Catholic Church" and "Indonesia Is Not a
State Based on Religion."
.
When marchers attempted to fan out from the
campus, troops moved in and dispersed them,
according to reports from the island. By nightfall
Thursday, the protesters had dispersed.
Although the government in Jakarta said it was
taking steps to defuse the remaining tension In
East Timor, it remains highly sensitive to outside
criticism on this topic.
When private groups tried to sponsor a conference in Manila on the subject a month ago,
Indonesia caused a diplomatic incident and forced
the Philippine government to turn away foreieners'-including the wife of French President Francois Mitterrand-attending the session.

• Indonesia: Troops rllsh students
demonstrating against treatment of
Catholics in disputed territory.
Incident poses a problem f9r Clinton,
who is due to visit archipelago.
By CHARLES P. WALI.ACE
TIMES STAFF WRITER

.

S

INGAPORE-In the worst violence in three
years on Indonesia's disputed territory of East
Timor, club-wielding troops Thursday charged
into tiemonstrating students ncar the province's
university. At least eight students were hospitalized, and there was one report that three others
were killed.
The incident seemed certain to increase tensions
with the United States over human rights violations in the sprawling archipelago. Only last week ..
Washington denounced the Indonesian government's arrest of 42 students protesting its closure
of three popular news weeklies.
The violence also comes at an awkward time for
President Clinton, who is scheduled to visit
Indonesia in just four months to attend the summit
of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation group.
which is being hosted this year by Indonesia's
President Suharto.
News reports from-East Timor said anti-riot
troops clashed with the students when they tried to
march from the university campus in the provincial
capital, Dm, to the nearby Parliament building.
The students were protesting the alleged harassment oCRoman Catholics in East Timor. A
former Portuguese colony, East Timor was annexed by Indonesia in 1976, but the United Nations
has never recognized the move. East Timor is
mostly Catholic, while most Indonesians, including
the troops stationed on the island, are Muslim.
News reports of Thursday's incident were
sketchy. The Associated Press reported from Dili
that three people were killed and 30 were injured;

recent weeks, the government seems to have
a trend toward liberalization, which
Ihadnreversed
quietly taken place over the past two years.
The end was firmly announced when the government withdrew licenses for the country's three
most popular news weeklies after they carried
articles critical of government poliCies and ministers.
After the 1991 violence in East Timor, the U.S.
government cut off military training assistance to
the Indonesian army.

India's Leader Shows Staying Power

TIMES STAFF WRITER

1 million people would turn out. but
, attendance appeared nowhere near
that. Many in the crowd obviously
didn't understand Hindi, the language Rao used in his speech, and
thousands streamed toward the
exits as he talked.
'Much of New Delhi was decked
;out in the saffron, green and white
.that are the Congress' -and India's-colors.

EW DELHI- Under a broiling
sun, Prime Minister P. V.
Narasimha Rao, once dismissed as
a gentle political elder without
ambition, celebrated the accomplishments of his first three years
in office Thursday with a huge
onen-air rallv.

'Milking the legacy of the party
that led the independence
struggle for all it was worth, organizers had set up the same sort of
giant cutouts used to advertise movies, this time showing Rao with past
prime ministers and with Mohandas
K. Gandhi, who was once Congress

• Asia: Prime Minister
Rao, once dismissed as a
lightweight, marks three
years in power and ticks off
achievements during rally.
By JOHN-THOR DAHLBURG

N

ASSOCiated Press

Silver-painted Mohandas K. Gandhi impersonator joins party
,. . . . a~.".'
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THE skelelons in Indonesia's closet ra t" Timor and Ihe Amencan

1. tied noisilylhroughoul the ArECsum-

emba~sy compound. AI APEC'S cI~ing pr~s confer·
ence. President Suhano of Indonesia.
who is nOI u~ 10 laking unscripted questions from journal iSIS, was visibly dis-

mit. The weekend befort the summit was
the third anniversary of the massacre in
Dili, when Indonesian soldiers in East Timor shot dead scores of
demonstrators. To mark the
event, 29 Timorese who seek
independence for the former Ponuguese colony
climbed the fence into the
grounds of the American
embassy in Jakana and sat
there throughout Ihe summit. The summit meeting
also took place againsl a
backdrop of the most serious
civil disturbances in Dili
since the massacre. With Ihe
world's press watching, the
Indonesian armed forces
were unable to use their customary brutaliry against the
Undiplomatic tactics
, slone-throwers on the streets
of Dili or the slogan-shouting student~ al
comfoned by a question aboul East Ti·
East Timor's universiry.
mor. Bill Clinton raised human rights in
The demonstrations. both in Dili and
his meeting wilh Mr Suhano. Warren
in Jakana. served their purpose. Interna·
Chnstopher, Ihe American secretalY of
state, even appeared 10 welcome the emtionaltelevision coverage of the summil
ba~sy prolest, remarking Ihal II wa~ "an
I
was juxtaposed wilh piclures from East

L _ _ ~,_, __ _

get his country removed impon duties'on
over 2,000 items and cut tariffs on many
Others, including motor vehicles. The trend
towards more open markets is noticeable in
most of the rest of developing' Asia. APEC
, may help to boost the deVelopment of Irade
across the Pacific. But its real role may be to
reinforce a'process thai is already well underway.

•
China

Saving face
HONG KONG

~Reight

years China has been trying to
r get back into the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (CAn). the international
forum it quit soon after the Communists
took over in 1949. Chiha has set a self-im·
posed deadline for re-enlry of January ht
1995. which is the day that the GA n's successor. the World Trade Organisation, is mean!
tu come into being.
As a matter of pride. China badly wanls
, to be a founder member of the WTO; and it
would be churlish of other members not 10
want to include a fifth of the world's population in a new liberal trade regime. But this
)6

week even the siaunchest of China's international supponers admined Ihalthe country had nOl made enough progress in Iiber'alising its Irade. Yet a China spurned is a
diplomatic headache, so a plan IS being devised to save its face. Providing China does
enough. quickly enough, to qualify for WTO
membership next year, il could still be ae·
cepled as a founder member,even though il
had nOI metlhe January l~t deadline,
America is taking the lead in dealing
wilh China'sapplicatlon to rejoin the GATT,
and, in a rare digression from America's
us~al trade diplomacy. principle appears 10
have overruled expediency. America is adaman! Ihat China should nOI enjoy lower
standards for entry than others. Although
China has promised 10 do much to bring
down tariffs, as well as to phase out most
quota restrictions by 1997. it remains highly
illiberal over imports. II also balks at the
principle of "national treatment". the notion thai foreign firms allowed into hitherto
closed markets should be treated on an
equal fOOling wilh domestic ones.
For instance, foreign banks are reslricled
not only in the kinds of business they can
conduct. but also in which cities they can set
up shop. Foreigners muSI slill deal through
what is. in effect. a state trading canel; and
many trading regulations go unpublished.

opponuniry for us to make our case for
human righls here in Indonesia."
Whal will happen in East Timor now
thaI Ihe APEC show has moved on is uncertain. In recenl months the Indonesi~s have held meetings wilh exiled East
Timo~ leaders. whom Ihey had previously dismissed as unrepresentalive lerrorish. Mr Suhano appears to have conceded lillie in his meeting
wilh Mr Clinton. According
10 Indonesian reports he rejectt:d any increased autonomy for East Timor. The soldiers Ihere were on
"developmenl work".
As Ihe Americans packed
Iheir bags, Ihe Timorese
demonstrators were slill silting in the embassy car park.
Their rather hopeful demands for a meeting with
Bill Clinton and for Ihe relea~e of Ihe jailed Timorese
leader, Xanana Gusmao,
had. nOI been met. Indonesia
has promised Ihey will not
be punished for their actions, BUI a similar promise was made in
the aftermath of demonslrations in Dili
in April, and the prolesters were subsequently jailed for 20 months. The embas~)' demonslrlliors are now considering
an offer of asylum in Ponugal.

,
,
,
'

Foreigners mal' not easily repatriate profits.
New intellectual-properly laws look good
on paper, but are still largely ignored in
practice.
Making concessions to China would.
Ihe Americans say. not only undermine
CATT principles; il would 'also create an
ugly precedent al a lime when a score of

The sky'. the limit
China', t'old",
ibn
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Gangs Terrorizing East Timor
Seen as effort to Quell Diss~nt
. By PHILIP SHENON
Special 10 The Nl'w York Times·

MANILA, Feb. 25 - Black-hooded
rampaged through East
-Timor In recent weeks in what dissi-..
c:1 'nt groups say is a stepped-up campaign y t e n ones Ian rmy to
crus
u r separatist movement in the former Portuguese colony.
Human rights campaigners and
exile groups have a11eged that the
Indonesian military is responsible
for the terror campaign, in which
gangs armed with knives and sticks
and wearing black hoods hilVe abducted and beaten dozens of people
linked to the independence move-

~ngs have

t.

'The militar~, which has
tained a' large armed force in
Timor since it was annexed b}\!nd
nesia after an invasion in 1975~a
denied any involvement with
gangs, insisting instead that tn
gang members are pro-independence militants eager to stir up trou.. blein the province.
But recent visitors to East Timor
say the military's assertions are being met with skepticism by many if
not most o(the 7~ 000 PQOpl8 gf aala
tl Timor especially after the army de~ e1ared that soldiers had "accidental,.I" Iy" killed six civilians there last
~':7 month.
.
In a brief statement released on
Friday, the military acknowledged
that investigators had found a "violation of proce<hltes" by troops who
were irivolved in the deaths. The

ly linked the Indonesian Army to the
gangs. One member of the provincial
parliament, Manuel Carrascahlo,
said in an interview with a local
reporter that the military was behind the gang attacks because "they
want to threaten anti-integr'!liQn
groups In East Timor.".
I he army had earlier announced
an investigation of the killings of the
six civilians on Jan. 18 in the district
of Liqui~a, about 17 miles west of the
provincial capital, Dili, and promised that it would punish - and
possibly court-martial - soldiers
who had violated military law.
At the same time, army spokesmen had defended the soldiers, insisting that the six men had been
killed in a raid on a camp of the
outlawed separatist
movement
known as Fretilin.
"I have no doubt about my soldiers," said Gen. Adang Ruchiatna,
the local army commander. "They
id nothing wrong."
\~ eighbors of the six men have told
foca eporters that the dead men
had '
villagers with no formal
eparatist, movement.
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"Whether the military
these gangs, I can't say," a Weste
diplomat in Jakarta said in a telephone interview. "But I don't think
he military is unhappy about,what
e gangs have been doing."
Others in East Timor have direct~
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"YcIlsin rust" os IJolicy. A"CJi11eren
signal would be given by sending Vice
BeC2
President AI Gore .Jr., or even Rcpubliatives
can Sen. Richard Lugar of Indiana. It
ported
would say to Moscow: You were
the arti
wrong, and we were'wrong not to say _ techn("
undersr
• so,
salvage civil approach.
tiative,
mantlir
tion, W
market
wanted
the Ea:
~
HE United Nations secretary- per 1991 massacre by the Army. _
bleak.
~
general attempted t~is we~k to
The Ea..",t Timores_e have propo.sed
ATA
~
break through the East TImor gradual steps toward self-determma\j
stalemate.
tion ..Jakarta, however, along with a
ca..."h, b
Yet as Boutros Boutros-G hali met rule of intimidation and cultural insenmation
\~
in Geneva .Jan. 9 with foreign minis- sitivity, has poured millions into the
portin~
"j tersof the former colonial power, Por- area's development to win local acqui- ican
high-ql
~
tugal, and the ('urrent coloIllzer, Indo- escence, and made a deal with Austra~
nesia,-the people of the Southeast. lia to develop its (;'1\ pot.ential. '
2) ~ A",ian enclave were reeling from furEa....,t. Timor burst. ont~) the world's
VI ""'" ther clashes with the Indonesian Army s(:"reen again in November, when st.uQ...4;.and others who have migrated tlwre - deilts emball[a..~ed .Jakarta with a sit~ "at .Jakarta's urging, many say.
in at. the US Embassy uuringtIleAPEC
wl_
~ ~
The talks yielded a glimmer of hope ~1It\111lt. Now local fears an' high that.,
Het
~ 1\3' - support for a UN convening or all when t.he world looks away, a retaliartil
~? East Timorese groups, but. only .L<.; atory crackdown will occur.
pre~
::t:"'- long a..~ the discussion do('s not t.ouch
The US needs t.o keep the pressure
1
\::..) ~ on political status.
on .Jakarta. Consistent communication
milil
Portugal favors self-determinati(2J:l rather than ·retaliatory act.., arc likely
repl
cfor Ea..",t Timor, whiJp Indone~i~ - to get more result..,. Remarks by Prcsinte;
whi'ch invaded in 197G after Port 1 l' I ident Clinton and other t.op of " s
I
pu e' out - ca s '..::L..,t Timor its 27th Ji-ur~ the APEe visit. wer leart-"''\
pilOl
provmce. The UN views Portugal <1.'" in (gIDng.,Jgiv('n concerns that he \Vou,:r
how
-charge until residents can decidl' their let. commercial prospects win out over
"plae
,,:future, a vote .Jakarta refuses.
human rights. He let President
who
, This area of lush mountains and Suhario know that his ambitions for
inal
white-sand beaches ha.<.; Sl'en a fero- his country would most. benefit from
11
cious 20-year struggle between a pro- .dear progress on hliman right",. A
Kov:
independence, rebel group, Fret.ilin, joint stat.ement by lIS I{pps. Frank
men
and the Indonesian Army. Diplomats Wolf (I{) of Virginia and Tony Hall (D
dem
say a..') many as 200,000 have per- of Ohio provided a key signal that..
in G
ished. The Wrld paid little heed until bipartisan prpSSllre on right.., would_
British-journalisl~ reported a Novem- .. continue.
"
,#the possibility that the JOl1ger the war
goes on, the more a silent, submerged
l1ard-liI)e element in· Russia will want
to push il", way -into power. Russian
liberais and democrats are outraged at
Yeltsin's fiasco and Wk bravely on
Western TV news programs" Yet it is
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u.s. and China in a Clash Over Human,Rights
By PATRICK E. TYLER
~IIO T1w Nfow yort Tlmes

BEIJING, March I - In a blunt
diplomatic exchange, China today
.asked the State Department's top
diplomat for Asian affairs to with·
d'raw American support for a United
Nations resolution criticizing Chi·
na's human rights record.
But the State Department officia~
Winston Lord, told the Chinese For·
eign Min'ster, Qian Qichen, that
\l{ashington would Continue to press
for the resolution, which could come
to a vote in Geneva next week.

The United States and European ference here. "And they Ilrged us to
Union are co-sponsors of the meas· reconsider our position."
Mr. Lord said he pointed out to the
ure before the United Nations Hu·
man JUghts Commission, whose del· . Chinese that "we have pursued the
egates are drawn from 53 countries. same resolution for several years
The resolution expresses concern now" and that President Clinton was
that reports of human rights abuses committed to pressing human rights
continue to flow from China and issues in global forums like the Unit·
seeks Beijing's cooperation with ed Nations.
United Nations investigations. In
If China had made progress in
past years, China has been able to recent months toward improving its
block the vote, but by slim margins. human rights record, Mr. Lord said,
"/t's no secret that they would it could have affected United States
strongly prefer that there not be a support for the resolution. The Unit·
resolution being discussed in Ge· ed States has been pressing Beijing
neva," Mr. Lord said at a news can; to ease repression and to release the

Wei Jingsheng, among others.
Asked about the appearance this
week of pro-democracy petitions to
China's parliamentary bodies, Mr.
Lord said, "The ability of the Chi·
nese people to petition their congress
is and would be looked upon favor·
ably in the United States."
Mr. Lord, who earlier served as
Ambassador to China, said he dis. cussed "upcoming events and vlsits" with the Chinese as well as ideas
and suggestions he was taking back
to Washington to present to Secretary of State Warren Christopher.
United States. officials have said
Nice PreSident AI Gore is interested
in visiting China this year.

Indonesia Cites Anny in Timo,r Killings
Spr'Clallo lM

~f'w

York Tnnc·s

MANILA, March I - A Government-appointed human rights com·
mission in Indonesia accused the
military today of torturing and killing six villagers in East Timor in an
incident that has renewed criticis
of the annexation of the former Po
tuguese colony.
The chairman of the Nation;' !;II!
man Rights CommissiO;;: which is
underWritten by the Government but
is nominally Il\dependent, said the
six men had died "unnaturally" during a military operation in January.

"The Incident happened because
of the violation of orders by members of the regional security patrol,"
the chairman, Ali Said. said at a
news conference in Jakarta. the
~slan capital
"There was Intimidation and tor·
ture by the security officers in
charge at the time to extract confessions from the six pe<lple."
-The finding by the Human Rights
Commission was remarkably harsh
given the panel's ties to the Government - the commission's members
are appointed by the President Su·
harto.
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Immune from military pressure. But Inva
talk
has now moved off the Immediate age
.. It would
be far better for Haiti and the
. If the elected
Government of President
tide could be returned to power wlthou
help of foreign troops.
Military Interv
on tempts some Americans
because the ru
generals can count on no more
than a fe
ousand military and paramilitary
loyalls
nd have scant civilian supporr.. But Invaslo
an solve only mllttary problems, not polttlcal
es.
This time there can be no questIon of U.S.
occupiers remaining In Haiti for 19 years, as they
did beginning In 1915. Even an operation with ltmIted alms, ltke organizing elections and training a
new army, could lead to situations where foreign
soldiers would be res~nslble for restraining
crowds Intent on "necklaclngs" with flaming car
tires and other forms of murderous revenge·taklng.
Once the generals have left and President Arlstlde
has been restored, Haiti's political future must
remain exclusively In Haitian hands.
Thanks to a more aggressive U.S. diplomatic
strategy and a more humane approach to refuge'ls,
removing those generals Without outside military
Intervention has now become a realistic possibility.

Justice Powell's New Wisdom
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.. After months of Ineffective fumbling and a
brief, misguided lurch toward the hasty use of
military force, the Clinton Administration finally
-'--seems headed In the right direction on Haiti.
The two new sanctions announced yesterday banning commercial airline Olghts and large prl·
vate financial transactions - are modest In themselves. But Washington expects other countries to
reinforce these U.S. measures with their own travel
and financial restrictions.
Furthermore, the measures come In the wake
of recently strengthened U.N. sanctions and a bela
ed crackdown on the large flows of contr
nd
epubgoods reaching Haiti through the Dominic
II!=- The Administration has also eased .. pressure
for a quick milltary fix by ne
atlng refugee
processing agreements with J
sica and the Brit·
Ish-ruled Turks and Calco
ands.
All these moves re
t the sharp shift In U.S.
policy since former epresentatlve William Gray
replaced Lawre
Pezzullo last month as the Pres, Idel\1's top H
adviser. Specific sanctions will not
5 tough·mlnded generals. But a conslstopple H
of U.S. seriousness just might.
tel'lt s
ashlngton has not entirely ruled out the use of
force, nor should It. Haiti's rulers should not be held

•
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The l\1.akings of a Haiti Policy

Too late for Warren McCleskey and numerous
other executed prisoners, retired Justice Lewis
Powell now concedes that he was wrong to cast the
deciding fifth Supreme Court vote to uphold Mr.
McCleskey's death sentence In a major case. But It
Is not too late for Congress to correct the Court's
mistake and try to remove the stain of racial
prejudice from the death penalty In Aml'rlca.
. Justice Powell's acknowledgment appears In a
new biography by John Jeffries, a law professor at
the University of Virginia. Asked whether he would
change his vote In any of the cases that had come
before him, the Justice replied: "Yes, McCleSKey v.
Kemp." Indeed, he added that he now found capl!
punishment Itself unworkable and would
te
against It In any CBse.
L~wls Powell's confeSSion of e
r is chu me·
terlstlcully gracious and hlg . appropriate. He
wrote a particularly unfo
nllle opinion (or lhe
Court In that 1986 case.
e NAACP Legal Defensl'
Fund had marshall" mpressive, sophislleated evl·
denee thaI Gear
'5 courls were 4 to II times more
likely to co
mn a convicted murderer to dealh If
the vlct
was white rather thun bluck.

The state had no answer to that ~vldence, but
Justice Powell, writing for the Court, held that the
statistics had no relevance. To save Mr. McCleskey,
the Justice said, his lawyers would h(we to prove
that racial bias hnd operated In his particular cnse
- an Intolerably heavy burden of proo
The Racial Justice Act, par
the pending
crime bill, offers a chance
vindicate Justice
Powell's !>elnted wlsdo
ven liS both the House
and Senate have
ed to add dozens of death
penalties to
. edernl criminal codl!, thl" House
hos a
the raclnl justice slIfegullrd. It would
t 1\ condemned killer to show II radlll pllttern
n loelll cllpltal s('ntences while nllowlng prosecu·
tors to ('xplilin the pattern und dlsprov(~ the Inf('r·
enee of ruellil billS, In whkh ('IISl' the (,XC('utlon
would go (orwnrd.
Som(' oppOIll'nts of 'lh(' nl('USIII'l' IIl'gUl' thut It
would elfcctivl'ly nbollsh cupltul punl~hml'nt. Thllt
Is another wuy of suying Hili I rIIelul Injustll'(' In·
heres In the deuth penu\ty. Regrettahly, JIISllce
Powell docs not go lhat (ur, but pcrhups his puhllc
renlntatlon will help pcrsunde wavering senlllnrs tn
udopt the House's humune provlslnn.

The Manila Folder
Credit President Fidei Ramos of the Philip·
pines with blunt honesty in explulning why he bowed
to Indonesian pressure and censored a conference
in Manila on East Timor. "What was at Slake
her~?:' Mr. Ramos· remarked to reporters. "Some
15 billion pesos 1$700 million I worth of investments.
projects, enterprises. and agreed partnerships or
consortiums."
For that consideration, the PhIlippine Govern·
ment prohibited foreigners (rom taking part In the
Mantia rneetlng, barring DaniellI' Mitlerrand, wife
of the French PreSident: and deporting the Irish
Nobel Peace laureate Mairead Maguire.
This mess of potlage has apparently satisfied
the Suharto regime in Jakarta, which wishes every·
body would forget its lawless grab in 1975 of the
former Portuguese colony of East Timor. As many
as 200,000 people there have perished since Indo·
nesia's seizure and annexation. One can fault Mr.
Ramos tor yielding to fndonesia's economic threats,

Ntw

VO~~ nMes, Ololu l«t'f

but the greuter blume and the larKcl' gUilt lie with
Munllu's powerful und bullying neighbor.
Stili, there Is a consolation. Indoncslu's use of a
IS·bllllon·peso club to sllfle frec speech In a neigh·
boring democracy has stirred an uproar elscwhere
In ASia. Instead of rendering East Timor less vlsl·
ble, Indoneslap diplomacy has

acbieyed

the cr·

verse, rlvetlng attention on Jakarta'
.
tance@ permit yolIDpeded access b:Lhumanltarlan
and human rights gr01i;s to aKople It character·
fjPs as cooteot and 5U mtssjv
The reality was
expressed In a message to Manila from the ubscn!
Mrs. Mitterrand, censuring Indonesia's military
regime for relying o!J.-.!!teTTOT';'Tl1'f>llihll
ging," and ..
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Manll
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mogical Comparif
To the Editor:
The difference betweer
Saflre's POSItion (column, f,
differential health Insuran
ums for smokers versus 01

India Opposes'0 the Editor:
Bob Herbert states In "t
Boston" (column, May 25
United States Government
terest In knowing If a fore I
government has "been fa!
clal discrimination." This
pos the stay of Prime Mil
Naraslmha Rao of India a
Seasons HOlel In Boston Ir
In which, Mr. Herbert Sl
Prime Minister had to be
whiles only."
Mr. Herbert was jumpl
elusions. Not. only was
againsl the hOlel settled II
Ihe column was publlshe,
lhe record shows lhere we
Iy no Indian altempt 10 I(
discrimination. The GoY<
India has categorically 51
was no Question of any h
cy's asking Its America
paru 10 discriminate for 1
or. No such request was I
United Slates agency resl
the Prime Minister's sel'
anyone else.
India Is unequIvocally
discrimination for race (l
were ourselves victims 01
criminal Ion before we wo
ence (rom colonial rule an
Iy uware what It means. 1

No Schizop~_
To lhe Editor:
"!louse Panel Told 01
Done Without Consenl" (,
Ml'y 2.) reporlS on a CI
hl'orlnl! In which eXpt'rl.
('Ihlcs ll'stlfled on COSI"
searchers hod wllhoUI pr<
wllhdruwn medication r
phrenic pollents. These
Ihe Veleruns 1I0spltai In
whcre Dr. Michael Dav
edly led a sludy In whiCh, i
you, 28 patients were wllh
Iherapy and IIlven a dru
10 make lhelr symplOms
"allowed 10 hecome sev<
"researchers counled oil
look for relapse to occur
These allellallons con'
Ing less lhan character u'
ul Dr. Davidson and on Ir
our psychiatry resenT!'
and our human sludies
lee, which oversees hum.
Lei us descrlhe whal real
Because anllschlzophn
lion Is assoclaled with sev
effecls, In 1979 a resenrr
posed It sludy, with pal,
forms, to develop a tesl
pallenls who could be ,
drawn from medicallon.
son, nol part of lhls I.
years laler us a junior m
Because the risk and CI
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Indonesia Mo~e$ to Stifle .Criticism, Both at Home and Abroad ~
By PHILIP SHENON
s.pr-rW'IOThf'~..

'Y4Irk

IlmM

SINGAPORE, June 27 - The Indonesian Government,whlch bans most
public debate among its own people
over the disputed territory of East
Timor, is pressing its sma lier Asian
neighbors to keep quiet, too.
---t:ast month the Philippine,
to threats from Indonesia and bUfred
foreign visitors, inc iuillng D,tni('lic
Mitlerrand, the Wife of the Fr~n(h
President, from atlending a (onfer·
ence in Manila on human rights
abusc·s in East Timor, a form(,r Por·
tuguese coicmy that was invOldf'd and
IInn&xed by Indcme"a In 1976. '

Now the Indonesians have turned
their diplomatic guns on Malaysia,
warning that ties between the two
countries could be damagt'd by a
planned East Timor forum to be held
this year in,Kuala Lumpur, n-fe Ma·
laysian capital.
Brig. Gen. Syarwan Hamid, a
spokesman for the Indonesian mlli·
tary, was quoted hy the Indonesian
press agency as saying
nee "is cJC;lIJV

Take an e,'"'· ......

...1

'IcNIIod

Of.......,.

_!!_-A_

the East Timor ffJnfrrcncC', \A.hlch IS
being organll.ed by M,11,ysliln publiC
Jnl('r('~t and r('lJ~Jou, s::,rotJps. 1 he
date eJf Ih(> crJnfr'rrn((' ha~ not Ix-c'n

announu,d

I' . .

•..................

••

say thc-y have no informatIOn about

nlplomal~ In KIJ;}la Lumpur ~.1!,'
that If th(' Indnr,(,<;I,ln rrrJlrq~ (onllnue, MalfiYSI.1 will .llm'}'" U·r1Zilr.lv
hC"f"d Ihe \...arnln~~ fnim
nr1f!htx)-r
find (ancC'llhr {(Infrrf'n((' '~'Iltl n)(lrf'
than 1~f(J mJll1un fI(""<'"IP!c, ~r"(',I'J ,f( (11<""

rextra savings on our
Ilay sale 'prices!
•
•
••
••
••

sOlidarity and good r<'iations·' be·
tween IndoneSia and MalaYSia.
So far tbe MalaYSian Government
has responded to the IndoneSian pro·
tests by pleading Ignorance. Govern·
ment sp<.kesmcn In Kuala Lumpur
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ring dOlens of foreig
pa rt In t he live. .
enre create~a;,;.,ru"'r,.o-r"·"in""'it;;;:'e":;;~,"'IP;".
pines, which
herwise promotes it.
the world's largest archipelago, Indo.
self as a b tion of democracy and
nesia dwarfs surrounding nation~ Irl'c spee
111 Southeasl ASia.
Infcrnauonai 311cnllon to human
Me. .. mas deSCribed the f~rum as
rights abuses in East Timor, where
"lnl cal 10 the nallonal Interesl"
as many as 200,000 people have died . and ron ceded that he had !!iven In 10
since the Indonesian invasion, has
the Suh"rto Government twcause of
hindered plans by the 5uharto Gov.
conc('rns that the ronkrcn('c could '"
ernment to secure a far greater role
affect )ndon('sian Inv('stmC'l1t In ,thC"
for Indonesia
Philippines. Despite the ban, many
I n r eCJ><o1'1'
lorC"ign('rs managf'd 10 ,lllend on
fourI!-.1 Visas. Mrs. MII1errand, presl<I<-nt of a Freneh human ri!!hts group,
~lay('J hOJllC'", telling n'porters In
ParIS that Indonesia had applied "ty·
r'.tnnlca) prC'ssure on us and on the'
Phlllppln(' Go\'('rnmC'11l 10 k('('p m
frorn ~Oln~ 10 that nl('('lmg:"
....
As 1I1f1(,~ 10 stlflp fOl(,lgn ("nIH.IS

about EaSI Tim2r, ~he indpoesl.n
Government conllnues 10 deal ha::~
wuh Il~ {'[Hies 31 borne a L , i

.'1

.cofficer:
ear ~,,~o

~ ~Ql'Y
:: =~
Jar
..18R'

capital, used rattan sljcks 10 break up
a sirecl mtest oyer a GovergmeDl
oan on t ree of the country's most

inlluehhai magazmes

.

~ Wltnesse5 said dozens of people
had been detained as they joined a •.
crowd of about 150.people marching I
on Ihe Offices of the Information Mil\;.'
ist ry, which issued the order lasl
week to~.
hut
'n the magazlncs,
indudln
<:
,'a ational news.

IW¥.

C"

_

ipiolnats and human' rights
!!roups said thc Ihree magazines had
been banned because of their report.
Ing on corruption in President Suhar.

Jane ::iharp 01 the Institute lOr
scholar at the American Enterprise InstiPublic Policy Research in London says
.
. tute in Washington.
the US \\ithdrawal from its previous leadership role "has been catastrophic - espeHot potatoes
. But regional instability will keep pres- cially in Bosnia.
,'"I think the problem \\ith Clinton is
suring major powers to tackle the world's
problems. Analysts predict several for- that his attention is so episodic," she
eign-policy tempests will confront major says. "The Americans are so weak that
the Russians are calling the shots" in
powers in 1995.
• Russia: The former superpower te- plac~s like Bosnia .
• NATO expansion: The US and Euma.lnS the West's biggest foreign-PQlicy
concern, according to analysts. Many rope remain at odds over how quickly to
question Russian President Boris bring East European nations into NATO's
Yeltsin's commitment to democracy in defense dub. Leaders are strugging to
the wake of the brutal assault on Chech- set the pace of NATO expansion without
nya. European governments. have criti- making Russia feel cornered.
"The funny thing about NATO expancized the Kremlin, but President Clinton
sion is in late 1993, the West Europeans
has kept relatively quiet.
Critics of the US also warn tha~ were all for it and the America~ls were

against [expansion], now it's reversed,"
Ms. Sharp says. "This Chechnya thing
might have been the perfect excuse to do
it, but I didn't see anyone come forward."
• China: The US and .Japan, both with
weak leadership, remain divided over
how to turn this emerging economic and
militar~iant into a congenial global
player. all such issues' as human right..o.;
and trace, Chinese officials have been
able to deftly play Japan and the-US
against each other.
"Clinton may do something on the intellectual property rights ... [butl ,Japan
has not been pushing hard on this, Tokyo
isn't ready to bad-glOlIth Beijing," says
Prof. Ching-Pin Lin, a resident scholar at
the Alnerican Enterprise Institute,

a long econonuc OowTIturn,
remains unstable as leaders sort out a
"lew political order after the. end of four
.
decades of OI~e-party rule.
And China's leadership is largely
focused on managing its explosive economic growth and preparing for a postDeng Xiaopeng era.
Expecting a bold new order to emerge
in a relatively stable world is too optinlis- .
tic, argues 'the senior Western diplomat.
"You settle down \\ith a situation and
if it's not totally horrible you get used to
it," he says. "It would be nice to have a
new world order, but human heings
arm't like that."
• Gem:c}p MojJel/ ill Wn~hillgl(Jn C01/Irilmlcello litis reporl.
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Portugal Takes Australia to Court for Drilling off East Timor
DAVE rtERRING - STAff

By Jill Jolliffe
SpeciollO The Christion Science Monilor

====:==THE HAGUE =.====
TWO-DECADE-OLD fight
over Indonesia's seizure of
East Timor has moved
from the hills of the military-occupied island to the halls of jus-'
tice in the Netherlands.
hKJ-';;" 0Ce0n
Indonesia brutally took over
<."
~~:.~.
East Timor after Portugal abandoned its colony in 1975. Portugal has since opposed the take- tween Australia's northern coast
over. Now, a hearin~has opened and East I:~or.
at the Internaffifnal ourt of JusPortugal says Indonesia and
t h 4h
_E. [ IL-. .. __ 1 !.
Australia are granting concessions to oil c:ornpanies in territn·
ry that does not belong to them.
Indonesia itself is absent from
t~ case. In a statement Jan. 30,
Fo(eign Min,ister Ali Matas war-

A

.,..~

".

ned that Portugal's challenge at
the tCJ could undcrmme ongomg
UN-mediated talks between Lisbon and Jak~ over East Timor.
Australia~awyers contend
that Portugal has the wrong party
in court. Indonesia. which dill'S
not accept-ICJ jurisdiction, is the
rea] target. they' elaim, and ~ he

court should throw the case out if
Portugal's masked intent is to
raise a challenge to Indonesia's,
claim to East Timor. They further
argue that Australia's signing of
the pact was not an endorsement
of Indonesia's takeover.
Australian Ambassador to the
Hague Michael Tate calls the case
regrettable. "The real dispute is
with Indonesia," he says. "We will
argue that there is no basis in
international law for Portugal's
case."
t.
The absent party, the Indonesian government, has so far refused to comment, but its diplomats are monitoring the C'L-;e.
If Portugal's lawyers can survi.ve this aspect of the AUstrali,Ul
chitlknge during the thrl'e-\\'L'L'k
hearings they will be on rdatively
firm ground. Uwy haw on their
side the fact that they are appeal-

ing to a Uni!ed Nations court 10
respect and uphold past UN resolutions, which do not..;recogmze
IndoneSian sovereignty in East Ti-mor and conSider Portugal as the
[ega! adimmsteri!1g,JlQYier,
"Our entirecase is based on
UN decisions," says.J'ortuguese
lawyer Miguel Galvao Telles,
Both sides have assembled an
impressive array of international
legal experts and a verdict is expet'tl'd by summer.
A victory for Portugal would
jeopardize millions of dollars of
investment by international companies in the Timor Gap zone,
although wlwther or not it would
lead to an adual freezing of op~
atI(~ns .is unclear, gi~'t'n ~hat" th~
Il~J s (le('lslons art' lHllulllg ~.,n
ml'mber states, but not "compulsory:' and that it has no machinery to enforce thelll.
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Rewriting History
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Rewriting History

-

Introduction: Among the most well-used documents in social studies is the historical document. Since
these documents are subject to the limitations of time and culture they often reflect a specialized
vocabulary. As students are required to become familiar with these primary sources, they need to be able
to read and comprehend this language. In this activity, students compare excerpts from historical
document~ and rewrite them for their grade level.
Objectives:
Students will:
CI compare and contrast historical documets related to independence and government.
C] assess comprehensibility of certam materials.

Grade level: 9-12
Time: One class period
Materials:
Documents related to the topic of study
Procedure:
1. Explain to groups that document., are often written by specialists in certain areas so that they contain
a very specialized. language. The background of the authors (lawyers, professors, statesmen, and
politicians) also affects the writing style of the document. Have students briefly list some examples
of specialized language.
2. Divide class into four groups. Give each group an excerpt from an historical document.
3. Tell each group to rewrite their excerpt in a form which they themselves can understand. They may
want to change the writing style and vocabulary. This is fine as long as they remember to preselVe
the meaning of the document. Their task is only to make the passage more comprehensible to
themselves.
Follow-up:
1. Have students bring in examples of documents or literature that are wtitten either in a specialized

language or for a special interest group (teachers, mechanics, engineers, psychologists, nurses).
Rewrite them for a mass audience.
2. Use a book on the subject of study that is above the student's reading level and have students rewrite
the subject matter at their own level.

From: Benegar, John. Teaching Writing Skills: A Global Approach.Denver, CO:Center for Teaching
International Relations, 1986.
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End American Complicity
With Indonesian Crimes
while
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the late 1970s. Moreover, since the Ngy. 12,
, , 1991 Dili masSacre, when Indonesian troops
By Eyal Press
killed 271 peaceful Timorese demonstrators
and hospitalized two US reporters, the State
Department bas Iic€msed some 250 military
HE 1995 United States foreign aid bill, Sales to Indonesia, including machine guns,
.,
finalized by House and Senate lawmak- riot gear, and spare parts for F-16 jets .
Congressional action to bar equipment may
ers on July 29 and due to be passed this
week, contains an important provision pres- indicate the tide is turning on Indonesia,
suring Indonesia to end its brutal occupation thanks largely to the perseverance of the Timof East Timor. The small Pacific island was orese resistance movement and a global netillegally invaded by Indonesia in 1975 and has work of solidarity groups. In June these
been occupied ever since. In addition to ex- groups organized a private conference on East
tenrnng the ban on US military training assist- Timor in Manila. Indonesian President Suharto
ance to Indonesia, this foreign aid bill bars the demanded the Philippines cancel it. Despite
sale of small arms to Jakarta until it shows Jakarta's attempted sabotage, the conference
proceeded and drew press coverage further
progreSs on human rights and East Timor.
The latter provision was largely the work of highlighting the plight of East Timor. IndoneSens. Patrick Leahy CD) of Vermont and Rus- sia also recently banned three popular magasell Feingold (D) ofWlSConsin, who fought off zines that had reported on the Suharto rean earlier attempt by Sen. J. Bennett Johnston gime's corruption, an action that prompted
(R) of Louisiaria to drop all conditions on US demonstrations and more publicity.
military assistance and arms sales to IndoneNDONESIA'S attempt to silence its critics
SIa. Senator JohriSton ar ed, without resenting re evidence, that Indonesia "has made
has begun to backfire. But additional
pressure must come from the Clinton
huge steps forWard in human rights" and
stressed America's vital commercial interests administration, Jakarta's principal sponsor
and trading partner. President Clinton should
in Indone§ia. Not coiNldentally, Johnston
close ties to Freeport-McMoRan Inc., the Lou- raise the issue of East Timor and human rights
isIana-based mining and exploration company concerns (such as Indonesia's abysmal labor
that has an estimated $1 billion invested in conditions) at the upcoming Asia-Pacific EcoIndonesia gold and copper operations.
nomic Cooperatipn meeting With Suharto in
Johnston and other staunch IndQnesia loy- November. Also, the US should take the lead
alists have long turned a blirid eye to the plight in endorsing an orderly process of decoloniof East Timor, which has suffered the death of zation through the United Nations, with the
roughl 2 0000 n
mb
ts - a third of goal of staging a referendum for the East Timo ulaf n - since Indonesia's genocidal orese to determine their status. Such steps will
'occupation of the island began. For two dec- buttress Congress's recent action and put an
ades of brutality, US arms shipments to Indo- end to two decades of shameful complicity.
'esia have been steadfast, accounting for an
estimated 90 percent of Jakarta's military • Eyal Press writes freelance and Jor The
, hardware during the peak of the massacre in Nation in New York.
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Human Rights Posters
Introduction: People use may fonns of expression to make their views known. Writing letters, lunning for
political office, starting educational programs, going on strike, or joining protest demonstrations are just
some of the ways people express their commitments. Protest posters are a part of most demonstrations.
People usually demonstrate pecause they want others to know their position on an important issue. Posters
allow the demonstrators to quickly and succinctly express their point of view. In this activity, students will
make posters expressing their views on the issue of human rights.

Objectives:
Students will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

stimulate creative efforts that demonstrate an understanding of a particular issue.
become familiar with the fimction of posters.
recognize key aspects of protests.
analyze a poster to determine the perspective of the group using it.

Grade level: 6-12

Time: Two class periods

Materials:
o Topics of interest
o Newsprint or posterboard
o Magic Markers

Procedure:
1. Ask students if they have ever seen or been to a demonstration. Have them explain what it is and
why people carry posters or signs. Ask them what can be learned abou the people and the cause
from reading the posters.
2. Divide class into four groups. Distribute topics for students to choose from. Have each group make
appropriate posters for their topics. Bring examples from newspapers or magazines. Give students a
Ja) or two to think of and look around for a good poster idea. It may also be necessary to provide
back- ground information about the issues, in this case, human rights. The purpose of this activity is
to hah: students identify Ule key asp~cts of the problem through making poskrs.
3. Display completed posters and have each goup explain their stance.

Prom:Benegar. John. T,wching Writing Skills" A Glohal Approach. Denver, CO:Centerfor Teaching
International Relations. 1986.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND EAST TIMOR
R. William Liddle

George J. Aditjondro, In the Shadow of Mount Ramelau: The Impact of the OCcufXltion of East ,
Timor. Leiden, The Netherlands: Indonesian Documentation and Information Centre, 199-l
Amnesty International, Power and Impunity: Human Rights Under the New Order. London:
Amnesty International, 1994.
Human Rights Watch/ Asia, The Limits of Openness: Human Rights in Indonesia and East Timor.
New York: Human Rights Watch, 1994.
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch/ Asia provide a valuable service to observers of current Indonesian politics and to political activists both in IndoneSia and abroad.
They prepare detailed and reliable reports of violations of human rights, mostly by the government, but also by opposition groups such as Aceh Merdeka (Free Aceh), the OPM (Free
Papua Organization), and Fretilin or the CNRM (National Council of Maubere Resistance)
in East Timor.

Power and Impunity and The Limits of Openness are summary volumes released shortly before US President Clinton's visit to Jakarta to attend the November 1994 summit of APEC
(Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation). They are clearly designed to have an impact on that
visit by raising public awareness in the West in general, and in the United States in particular, of the extent and seriousness of human rights violations by the Soeharto government.
Power and Impunity is also available in ten languages, including Indonesian, and has presumably been distributed in Indonesia. The Limits of Openness was written by Sidney Jones
and edited by Michael McClintock. No author is given for Power and Impunity.
The argument of the two volumes is remarkably similar. They both assert that violations
are serious and frequent, that they have continued throughout the New Order from its
bloody inception in 1965-66 to the present, and that the root cause of the problem is the
arbitrariness of a regime based on an all-powerful military. In the words of the Amnesty
report:
The armed forces, and particularly military intelligence and counter-insurgency
units, have enormous influence. Counter-insurgency strategies in Indonesia entail both
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deliberate and unintended violations of human rights. The President and the executive
have virtually absolute power which is used arbitrarily, without any effective domestic
check. Ideological conformity is enforced at gunpoint. The legal system reflects and reinforces executive and military power, and the judiciary is neither independent nor impartial. (p. 3)

The Limits of Openness states that it is lithe arbitrary exercise of power ... more than anything else, that affects Indonesia's human rights practices.... [Human rights violations] are
fundamentally caused by a government that is not accountable for wrongdoing and a legal
system riven by corruption and political pressure." (p. 2)

Power an.l Impunity also explicitly faults the international community for deliberately
acquiescing in human rights abuses. During the Cold War, perceptions of Indonesia's strategic location astride critical sea lanes combined with its economic potential for foreigners
(the country is "a vast store of natural resources and a huge supply of cheap labour") to
produce a Western, and particularly United States', policy of support for the Soeharto government regardless of its human rights record. In the post-Cold War world more attention
is paid to human rights, but Western governments still sell arms, provide large quantities of
economic assistance, and turn away refugees from Indonesian repression. Finally, the international community has focused almost exclusively on East Timor, especially since the
Santa Cruz massacre of 1991, and hardly notices equally serious violations elsewhere.
Both reports conclude with similar recommendations. Power and Impunity lists thirtytwo recommendations directed at the government of Indonesia and at United Nations member states. The former are divided into three groups: nine intended to redress past or continuing violatioIlS) ten to prevent the occurrence of future violations, and five to demonstrate
Indonesia's commitment to the promotion of human rights. The Limits of Openness lists eight
recommendations to the Soeharto government and seven to the international community.
Examples include urging Soeharto to issue a public statement outlawing the use of torture,
to ban interrogation in military commands, to'release prisoners arrested for non-violent
beliefs and activities, and to repeal laws and regulations that restrict basic freedoms. On the
international side, the Consultative Group on Indonesia is counseled to tie human rights to
aid, APEC members are requested to express concern over rights violations, foreign comp~nies are asked to make rights "a key element of corporate responsibility," and the US
T{ade Representative is told to return to the early Clinton administration policy of closely
monitoring labor rights practices.
There an~ two major differences between The Limits of Openness and Power and Impunity,
one in content and one in tone. The evidence in The Limits of Openness consists of a series of
six recent cases of flagrant abuse: the government's closure in June 1994 of the weekly newsmagazines Tempo and Editor and the opinion tabloid DeTik; the case of Marsinah, an East
Java labor organizer who was brutally murdered in May 1993; workers' demonstrations in
Medan in April 1994, which ended in race riots; military intervention against workers at a
plywood mill in West Kalimantan in April and May 1994; military intervention from 1992 to
the present in North Sumatra in a conflict between two factions in Indonesia's largest Protestant church, the HKBP; and the 1993 killings of villagers protesting the construction of
the Nipah Dam in Madura. The book also has chapters on the human rights situation in
East Timor in 1994 and on the activities of the new government-created National Human
Rights Commission.

Power and Impunity is organized differently. A background chapter on the history of repression is followed by thematic treatments of: armed opposition and counterinsurgency in
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East Timor, Aceh, and Irian Jaya; judicial repression; extrajudicial execution; torture and illtreatment; political imprisonment; the death penalty; and human rights initiatives undertaken by the Indonesian government.
The evidence presented in both books strongly supports the argument of serious, systematic, and continuing violations caused by an all-powerful military. But I was more persuaded, or perhaps just more moved, by the Human Rights Watch version. Sidney Jones is a
brilliant reporter, skilled in organizing a complex narrative of events as they appeared to the
participants and in assessing the proximate causes of those events. Most importantly, she
has the good reporter's eye for the telling detail, the specific incident that most effectively
displays her larger point. For example, the chapter on military intervention in North Sumatran church politiCS begins with a powerful account of the torture in May 1994 in Tarutung
of four church activists arrested for holding an ill~gal meeting to discuss church affairs. The
whole intervention story, from its beginning in 1992 until today, is an absurdity worthy of a
Putu Wijaya play, a case of unaccountable political power serving no possible national
security interest and truly running amuck. Jones' graphic description of what happened to
the activists in their cells makes it crystal clear just how devastating to ordinary citizens the
consequences of that unaccountability can be.
The difference in tone between the two books is small but real. The Limits of Openness is a
bit more balanced, less judgmental, less tendentious in its overall view of the New Order.
The stance of Power and Impunity is apparent in its very first sentence, which claims that a
"military coup" brought the New Order to power in 1965. This argument is developed further in the historical chapter, where the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) is absolved from
any responsibility for the October 1, 1965 murder of six senior generals. "Although a handful of PKI leaders may have been aware of the plan, historical evidence shows that the vast
majority of PKI members and supporters had no knowledge of it, and played no role in it."
(p. 16) While the main body of this sentence is undoubtedly true, the initial clause is an
awkward attempt at sidestepping the still unresolved and highly contentious issue of just
how deeply Communist leaders were involved. The effect is to raise-unnecessarily, since
the evidence of current government violations of human rights is so overwhelming-a
question about a p,.iori bias on the part of the author. By contrast, The Limits of Openness
sticks to the present and leans over backward at several points to give the Indonesian
government credit for positive actions. Nothing in its argument diminishes the force of the
book's negative conclusions.
Finally, both of these books share flaws common to the human rights literature. They
are at best only partial guides to action, either by Indonesians or by foreigners who want to
influence the policies of their own or of the Indonesian government. Their arguments and
evidence need to be put in two larger contexts, one that connects their concluding recommendations to some theory or understanding of how the world works politically, and one
that relates human rights policy to other government policies, particularly with regard to
the economy and social welfare.
In both studies, the plausibility gap between description of the human rights situation
and the recommendations, particularly those addressed to the Indonesian government, is
glaring. Do the authors of either report really believe that the Soeharto government, as they
have described it (and as it in fact is), is likely to begin doing the opposite of what it has
been doing for nearly thirty years? Will the armed forces give up their interests and values,
or their monopoly over the use of coercion to achieve them? What changes in circumstances
or motivations, or what new political calculations might make this a realistic pOSSibility?
Are the authors really hoping for a democratic revolution, since only a democratic govern-
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ment is truly likely to reform the New Order's human rights practices? Nothing is said on
these points, and the recommendations therefore appear highly unrealistic, an exercise in
moralistic idealism.
Similarly, the authors of Power and Impunity and The Limits of Openness do not attempt to
relate the New Order's repressive human rights policy to its economic and social welfare
policies that have produced a quarter century of steady growth, structural transformation
from an agricultural to a manufacturing economy, a new middle class, and declining poverty. Their implicit poSition is either morally absolutist, assuming that human rights matter
above all else, or compartmentalizing, assuming that policy arenas can be treated as though
one did not affect another. Neither position seems to me sustainable. To be sure, there can
be no acceptable justification, in terms of modern Indonesian as well as modern Western
values, for most of the behavior described in these studies. Moreover, after reading of so
many incidents of killing, torture, false arrest and imprisonment from Sabang to Merauke, it
is hard to talk about a bigger picture in which human rights policy is only one element
interacting with others. Nonetheless, it is necessary to do so.
What if, for example, armed forces' authoritarianism were simultaneously a necessary
condition for continued economic growth and an inevitable source of human rights violations? Further, what if authoritarianism were temporary, required for only another twenty
years or so until, along the lines of Korea and Taiwan, a modem social consensus is established and the civilian middle class grows strong enough to take over? That is, in fact, the
argument made today by many conservative Indonesians, and it is echoed in the academic
theories of scholars as penetrating and as different as Samuel Huntington and Barrington
Moore. There may be empirically sounder and more morally satisfying frameworks that
persuaSively link a democratic government or at least a more pro-human rights one to the
requirements of development, but there is no hint of them in either of these reports.
Having raised these questions, let me quickly return to my starting point. These are
summary reports of hardly more than WO pages each, compiled- by human rights organizations in the heat of a struggle for attention from the international community. We should
therefore be grateful for the high quality information and analysis they contain, and not ask
their authors to solve all the problems of Indonesian development.
;. George Aditjondro, the author of In the Shadow of Mount Ramelau, is himself a victim of
government repression. A lecturer at the private Universitas Kristen Satya Wacana (UKSW)
in Salatiga, Central Java, he is one of a very few Indonesians who combine academic social
science training and skills, first hand knowledge of East Timor, and a willingness to speak
out on behalf of the East Timorese. Of this very small group, he is the only one, to my
knowledge, who also publicly rejects his government's claim that the East Timorese freely
chose integration with Indonesia in 1975-76. So far, the price of this apostasy has been relatively low-stones thrown at his house and other forms of teror mental-perhaps because of
his high international visibility.

In the Shadow of Mount Rtlmelau contains an introductory historical survey written by the
Dutch editor, Rudie Trienes, and three connected Aditjondro essays, originally prepared for
a seminar, a conference, and a course all held at UKSW between 1992 and 1994. The first
essay describes the culture and ecology of East Timor, which Aditjondro argues are much
more diverse than the culture and ecology of West Timor. Analysis of the impact of the
Indonesian occupation must take this diversity into account. He also shows that the cultures
of the two halves of the island overlap to some extent but have a number of distinctive features as well. His political pOint is that the legitimacy of the East Timorese demand for
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independence must be judged, not on purported ~~r..:.."'3l similarities or differences, but
rather on the desires of the East Timorese themseh~
The next two essays are the heart of the book. ~'" chronicle five environmental problems confronting the people of East Timor: the enn:-:c-..mental consequences of the war; the
impact of the division of land, both before and du~ th~ occuption, into large tracts controlled by absentee owners; the effects of the tran..-.:;~~tion program and of spontaneous
migration; the repercussions of the Indonesian am' ~ program of housing construction;
and the potential impact of petroleum exploitation t::": the Timor Gap,
The consequences of the war include human c~ties, which by 1979 in Aditjondro's
estimate may have totaled 300,000 (p. 39), the high ,. . .~ of maintaining the Indonesian army
in East Timor, the decline in agricultural productil'\~ .lnd numbers of livestock, and social
and psychological problems, such as the fostering s .1 Ullture of violence among the East
Timorese themselves and the sexual harassment of :...,31 women by Indonesian troops. The
section on ownership of productive resources and ~~, export economy contains a useful
table listing military-controlled companies and tht'::- monopolistic activities in coffee, seafreight, tourism, retail sales, sandalwood oil, marok hote~s, a cinema, and civil engineering.
Aditjondro argues that, while it is true that billions .'t rupiah have been pumped into East '
Timor by the Jakarta government's development rj\,.'~rams, billions more have been sucked'
out by these companies.
In at least two districts, the official transmigrati~'n pr.ogram has had the effect of dispossessing East Timorese from their land and also of attr.lCtmg the spontaneous migration of
Tetun-speaking West Timorese, who intensify the ('\,mpetition for scarce agricultural and
other resources. The forced village resettlement pll~ram of the late 1970s led to the deaths
of many East Timorese, who were given insufficient lan~ ~o farm, and has left an ugly monument in the form of row upon row of disused non-tradItional houses along the main roads.
Aditjondro projects that drilling in the Timor Gap will have further negative consequences
for the East Timorese, who are disadvantaged in m.my ways to compete in the coming
scramble.
Two additional chapters describe conflicts betW\;'en the Catholic church in East Timor
and the Indonesian government, and compare East Timor's social and economic condition
with that of other former Portuguese colonies. Chun:-h concerns have included the destruction of Catholic religious symbols, the closing of tht' rortugues.e-la~guage high school, government-controlled disbursement of famine relief, ,1 range o~ VIOlatIons of human rights, the
radical change in legal status of church lands from l)\vnership to use-only, the government's
family planning program, and military manipulatil)n of traditional cultural and religious
ceremonies. In the comparison with other former Pl)rtuguese colonies, Aditjondro writes
that "the condition of those not bordering upon aggressive and expansionist neighbours is
far better than that of East Timor." (p. 77) In a brief final chapter, he calls upon his government to accept the East Timorese independence movement's call for a United Nationssupervised referendum.
The editor's introduction to In the Shadow of M(llwt Ramelau claims that its principal
value lies in an original treatment of the "ecocidal onslaught" conducted by the Indonesian
government against the people of East Timor. Aditjondro himself, as we have seen, stresses
the environmental impact of the occupation, an issue with which he has been concerned in
his writings about Irian Jaya and other parts of Indonesia as well. To my mind, however, his
book's considerable merit lies elsewhere. It is a powerful personal witness, a first hand, succinct but comprehensive, account by a thoughtful Indonesian scholar distressed and
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angered by his government's denial of the right to independence of a small and nearly
defenseless neighbor. As such, it is another stone-and a rather large one-placed on the
pro-referendum side of the scale in the ongoing struggle for the future of East Timor.
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Teaching the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights
in a U.S. Government Course
PHILIP ROSEN
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ach year the material to be considered in social studies classes
expands, and instructors must decide
on what to include and t~xclude.
When making this decision, teachers
and curriculum developers should
remember that in the social studies
area, young people should be offered
content that illustrates democratic
and humanitarian values.
When reading the newspapers or
listening to the news, today's .5tudents
learn about people from diverse areas
and cultures of the world who are demanding civil rights, legal rights, economic rights, and social rights. For
teachers who want to discuss these
current events with their stud(!nts, the
United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights is an excerJent vehicle for learning democratic and humanistic values. Perhaps the best rationale for teaching students about
this document is found in the declaration's preamble: "Recognition of the
inherent dignity and of the equal and

PHILIP ROSEN is the director of the
Holocaust A wareness Museum III Gratz
College in Melrose Park, Pennsylvania.
He teaches history at Gratz and education
at Glassboro State College in New Jersey.

inalienable rights of all members of
the human family is the foundation
of freedom, justice and peace in the
world. "
When teaching about the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR), teachers will want to accomplish certain goals. They will
endeavor to increase the students'
understanding of the nature and
scope of human rights and develop
their appreciation of the struggle for
and evolution of human rights in the
United States and in the world. Students should come to appreciate the
leadership that the United States has
taken in the development of human
rights. Students need to recognize the
affirmation and denial of human
rights on the world scene and be
aware of the present-day problems involving human rights.
To begin the unit, students should
examine both the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the American Declaration of Independence and
list points these documents share in
common. Indeed, the American Declaration of Independence was on the
minds of the drafters of the human
rights document. The two documents
are not law, not enforceable, but they
do serve as a set of ideals, goals to-

ward which humanity strives. Students should carefully examine and
compare the wording of the American declaration's preamble with that
of the UDHR's first three articles.
They might discuss the meaning of
such terms as "born free and equal,"
"right to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness," and "consent of the
governed" and then make their own
lists of fundamental human rights
and desirable economic and social
rights. These could be compared with
the U.N. declaration.
Choosing from the list of Supreme
Court cases and public laws (Appendix A) and the bibliography (Appendixes B and C), students or groups of
students can examine a case or human
right mentioned. After the students
have made their selections, the
teacher must be certain that each case
will be reviewed when the researchers
report orally to the class at an appointed time. They should also bring
a one- to two-page precis of their
topic for each member of the class.
As the reports are given, it may be
necessary to review key vocabulary
terms. Some instructors may want
their classes to know how to read Supreme Court cases and may use the
guideline set forth In "Problem
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Two" of Leonard F. James's book

The Supreme Court in American
Life. If students need to acquire an
overview of the role of the Supreme
Court in American history, I suggest
that they read Angela Rodey Holder's
book The Meaning of the Constitution, which has an excellent chapter
on that aspect.
In preparing this material, I was
not able to find a Supreme Court case
to match each human right, and, in
those instances, a congressional act
has been substituted. Using the dates
given in Appendix B, researchers may
find newspaper and magazine articles
about the act. The New York Times
Index is helpful. Henry Commager's
Documents of American History contains information about many of
these acts. Students may do research
about the background of the Supreme
Course case, the constitutional principle involved (such as equal protection), and the rationale behind the
majority opinion. Students will understand both the case and human
rights better if they cross-reference
the case book with a backgroun_d
book. For example, in researching Ex
parte Endo, students will understand
the case better after reading about it
in Japanese A mericans: From Relo-

cation to Redress.
In the following guide to instructors, UDHR's human ribhts are considered in relation to a U.S. Supreme
Court case or a congressional act.
Denial of Human Rights,
in the Extreme
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights prohibits slavery or servitude. After the ratification of the
U.S. Constitution's Thirteenth Amendment, two important c:ases expanded
the concept. In Pollock v. Williams
(1944), the Supreme Court ruled that
"no person may be forced to work to
payoff a debt." In Jones v. Mayer
(1969), the high court prohibited
racial discrimination in private institutions and labeled such discrimination "the badges and incidents of
slavery. "
20
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Article 5 of UDHR states: "No one
shall be subjected to torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment." This provision
is the one most commonly associated
with Amnesty International and the
human rights agenda. The court, basing its decision on the Constitution's
Eighth Amendment, ruled in the Trap
v. Dulles (1957) decision that denaturalizing a person who fled the country
to avoid wartime military service constituted "cruel and unusual punishment." In Gregg v. Georgia (1976), the
Supreme Court reversed itself on the
death penalty. It held that states could
execute criminals if it were done in an
uncapricious way and if mitigating circumstances and individual considerations were taken. The class should consider the case of Furman v. Georgia
(1922) to learn how states discriminated
against poor people and black people
for execution.
Legal Rights
Articles 6 and 7 of the UDHR speak
of being recognized as a person before the law and of equal protection
under the law. The phraseology is
similar to the U.S. Constitution's
Fourteenth Amendment on equal protection. The key words are "all" and
"person," which the high court has
interpreted as citizens and aliens. In
Truax v. Raich-(l915) and Yick Wo v.
Hopkins (1886), the Supreme Court
ruled in favor of aliens, stating that
"the right to work for a living was the
very essence of personal freedom and
opportunity that the Fourteenth
Amendment was to secure." Article 8
of the Universal Declaration addresses peoples' right to petition the
courts for decisions on fundamental
matters. In U. S. law, the concept is
known as judicial review, that is, the
power of courts to determine whether
acts of any governmental body or official are constitutional or not. This
principle was established by the landmark Marbury v. Madison decision
(1803), which was written by Chief
Justice John Marshall.
In Martin. v. Hunter's Lessee
(1816), the high court granted an

enemy alien his property rights. The
federal courts, including the Supreme
Court, have appellate jurisdiction
over decisions of state courts.
Article 9 of the UDHR states: "No
one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile." Arbitrary
arrest or illegal arrest has been outlawed by the Constitution's habeas
corpus clause (Article I, Section 9).
Despite this constitutional guarantee,
during the Civil War, Confederate
sympathizers were thrown in jail
without a trial. In both Ex parte
Merryman (1861) and Ex parte
Milligan (1866), the Court ruled
against suspension of habeas corpus,
even in wartime. In a group discussion, a class could consider when such
suspension should apply.
Early in 1942, soon after Pearl
Harbor, Japanese and Japanese
Americans were detained in special
camps. In Ex parte Endo (1944), the
Court determined loyal Japanese
Americans could not be interned. In
1988, the U.S. Congress awarded
$20,000 to each survivor of the relocation-camps for what was considered
a wartime mistake.
Five American Indian nations were
exiled from the Southeast coastal
states to Oklahoma during the 18305.
The high court ruled against Indian
removal in Cherokee Nation v.
Georgia (1831). President Jackson ignored the Court's ruling, stating,
"Justice Marshall has made his decision, now let him enforce it!" The
class should discuss the significance
of this remark and contrast President
Jackson with President Eisenhower,
who upheld the Court's decision regarding Little Rock's Central High
(October 1957).
Article 10 of the U.N. declaration
proclaims that everyone is entitled to
a fair and public hearing with an impartial court. In Tumez v. Ohio
(1927), the Supreme Court ruled that
the Bill of Rights, particularly Amendments 5 and 6, applies even to the
most minor state courts. Denial of
these rights constitutes a violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment's due
process clause, which states: "Every
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defendant has the right to an impartial judge." Students should discuss
such terms as "a fair trial" and "an
impartial judge." In Taylor v. Louisiana (1975), to ensure that a jury is
impartial, the court ruled that women
may not be excluded.
Everyone charged with a penal offense has to have guarantees for his
or her defense, states Artick II. In
Gideonv. Wainwright (1%3), the
Supreme Court ruled that de fendants
must have a lawyer. In Miranda v.
Arizona (1966), the high court ruled
that suspects must be apprised of
their rights upon arrest and in Duncan v. Louisiana (1968), that due process means the accused can demand a
jury trial.
Part 2 of Article 11 (UDHR) pro_ hibits ex post facto laws. Not long after
ratification of the Constitution, which
prohibits such laws (Article I, Section
9), Justice Chase, writing for the majority of the Supreme Court in Calder
v. Bull (1798), defmed in detail what
_ the term meant. He made a distinction
between retrospective laws-noncriminal, civil laws, which can have penalties (taxes) increased retroactively-and
criminal retroactive laws. Students
might explore whether this distinction
should be made.
Privacy Rights
Article 12 (UDHR) prohibits arbitrary interference with privacy of
one's home, family, or correspondence and attacks upon one's honor
or reputation. In Mapp v. Ohio
(1961), the Court ruled that the Fourteenth Amendment forbids unreasonable searches and seizures by state
and local offices, just as it bars such
actions by federal officers. Evidence
obtained by illegal searches may not
be used against defendants. The class
might discuss just what is a reasonable search and if evidence found in
hot pursuit may be used agaicst the accused. The class should be reminded
that, in Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts
(1967), the Court ruled that not only
ordinary citizens but also public figures, who are not public offic:ials, may

recover damages for defamatory falsehoods.
Rights of Movement
"Everyone has the right of freedom of movement and residence
within the borders of each state,"
states UDHR's Articles 13. Part 2
gives everyone the "right to leave any
country, including his own, and to return to his country."

Both UDHR's Article 14
and U.S. immigration
laws address one's right
to asylum in another
country.
As early as 1868, the high court
ruled in Crandall v. Nevada, "all
citizens of the United States are members of the same community and must
have the right to pass and repass
through every part of it without interruption, as freely as in their own
states. "
In the case of United States v.
Wong Kim Ark (1898), a Chinese person, born in California, returning
from a visit to China was refused admittance. The Court ruled favorably
on freedom of movement in and out
of the United States by citizens. In a
case dealing with an alien, Chew v.
Colding (1953), the Court upheld a
person's right to leave and re-enter.
Students should consider whether this
privilege should ever be limited.
The Declaration's Article 14 states
that people have the right to seek
asylum in other countries in order to
escape persecution. U.S. immigration
laws provide for asylum. The alien
may qualify as a conditional entrant
who is fleeing known persecution
(United States Code 1153[a]7) or
qualify as a parolee, a means of
admitting any alien temporarily "for
emergent reasons or for reasons
deemed strictly in the public interest."
Under 8 U.S.c. 1182(a)5, 40,000 Hun-

garians were admitted in October
1956, more than 600,000 Cubans since
1965, and 140,000 Southeast Asians in
1975. Obviously, no nation can admit
all refugees or immigrants who wish to
come. Students should consider which
refugees and how many should come.
Cultural Rights
The U. N. declaration grants everyone the right to a nationality. U.S.
policy for American Indians sought
to deny Indian nationality,. particularly through the Dawes Act (1807),
which forced the native Americans to
give up tribal life. With European immigrants and their descendants,
American policy has been more generous. For example, in Meyer v. Nebraska (1923), the Court upheld the
teaching of German and the use of
German texts in private schools. In
Wisconsin v. Yoder (1972), the high
court ruled that Amish children may
leave public schooling early "to follow their self-sufficient agrarian lifestyle." In 1974, the Supreme Court
decided unanimously in the case of
Lau v. Nichols that 3,000 English-deficient students of Chinese ancestry
must be provided proper English language instruction. While not specifying the exact approach, this decision
triggered the huge growth of bilingual
education. Students should discuss
whether the right to nationality means
that the public schools should provide
bilingual education and whether English should be our official language.
Article 16 of the Human Rights
Declaration deals with marriage and
the family. It states a Western concept of marriage with no limitation of
race, nationality, or religion. It
speaks of equal rights and entry into
matrimony with free and full consent.
In the United States, in an unanimous
opinion, delivered by Chief Justice
Earl Warren in Loving v. Virginia
(1967), the Supreme Court voided all
state laws prohibiting intermarriage
between whites and blacks. Warren
wrote: "Marriage is one of the basic
civil rights of man. Under our Constitution, the freedom to marry or not
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marry a person of another race resides with the individual and cannot
be infringed by the state."
Property Rights
"No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property," states Part 2
of Article 17 (UDHR). The key terms
are "no one" and "arbitrarily." The
due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment prevents local governments from arbitrarily taking away
property by establishing legal procedures and safeguards. It also prohibits
discrimination against people and
groups. The Supreme Court, in Yick
Wo v. Hopkins (1886), overturned a
San Francisco ordinance (city law)
that gave prejudiced city supervisors
the opportunity to close down only
those laundries run by Chinese.
First Amendment Human Rights
Article 18 of the U J\. declaration
grants everyone freedom of thought,
conscience, and religion~ and the right
to practice, in practical form, these
freedoms. An outstanding American
statement of this is found in the West
Virginia v. Barnette (1943) ruling. "If
there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what
shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion or matters of opinion."
As a result of this ruling, school children of the Jehovah's Witnesses did
not have to salute the flag of the United
States.
Freedom of conscience was extended t.o - conscientious objectors
who were not members of organized
religion in the Welsh v. United States
(1970) decision, which established
that a draftee may refuse induction
on the basis of "deeply held moral
and ethical beliefs."
"Everyone has the right to freedom
of peaceful assembly and association,"
states Article 20. On the federal level,
the essential First Amendment to the
Constitution grants these rights. In
1937, the Dejonge v. Oregon decision
ruled that these freedoms are safe22
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guarded on the state and local levels
by the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Membership in
even the most radical parties and organizations is protected.
Eq ual Access
In Article 21 (UDHR), the human
right of equal access to public service
is proclaimed. After a long night of
legal segregation-the Jim Crow period of U.S. history-the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 was passed, forbidding
all forms of discrimination by both
public and private organizations serving the public. The Heart of Atlanta
Motel v. United States (1964) case
upheld the public accommodations
section of the Civil Rights Act.
Voting Rights
. Article 22 of UDHR grants universal suffrage and free voting procedures. In the United States, a challenge
to the Voting Rights Act of 1965 resulted in a high court decision that
upheld the act's provisions banning
electoral procedures that restricted
voting registration.
Economic Rights
UDHR's Article 23 enumerates a
number of human rights relating to
working and the right to work. No
such "right" has been specifically
granted in America. Congress, however, has passed numerous acts to
stimulate the economy or provide
make-work situations. The two most
well known are the Emergency Relief
Appropriation of 1935 that set up the
Works Project Administration and
the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964. After the class reviews this
comparison, they might debate
whether the government should be
the employer of last resort.
The U. N. declaration states that
there should be free choice of employment. With the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Congress tried to prevent all
forms of discrimination in the work
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place, even against the physically
handicapped. They created the Equal
Employment Opportunities Commission to oversee employers and to hear
complaints.
Another economic right proclaimed
by the U.S. article is "equal pay for
equal work." With the Equal Pay Act
of 1963, Congress tried to accomplish
this principle, but the gap between
men and women, even in the same
job, still persists. An earlier Court decision, West Coast v. Parrish (1937),
did uphold minimum wages for women. The goal of equal pay for equal
work has not been reached, however.
Students should review the current
statistics on the pay status of women.
A "just and favorable pay is another human right," according to the
U.N. declaration. As early as 1938,
Congress passed the Fair Labor Standards Act. In its decision on United
States v. F. W. Darby Lumber Co .
(1941), the Supreme Court upheld the
right of Congress to regulate wages
and hours, thus backing that labor
act. In a class discussion, students
should consider minimum wage, the
amount it should be, and the ramifications of establishing an amount.
"Right to form and to join trade
unions" is another part of UDHR's
article on employment. Perhaps the
U. N. group was influenced by the
famous Wagner Act of 1935. This
Magna Carta of labor gave many
rights to workers and prohibited a
long list of employer abuses. The National Labor Relations Board was established to oversee the rights of
workers to organize and participate in
unions. This act was upheld in the Supreme Court's decision in the National Labor Relations Board v.
Jones and Laughlin Steel case. The
NLRB v. Jones also upheld the fortyhour week and the time and one-half
wage provision of the Fair Labor
Standards Act. These acts probably
inffuenced the U.S. document, which
proclaims the human right to rest and
leisure and/or limitation of working
hours.
Aritcle 25 of the U.N. declaration
grants a number of human rights re-

-

lating to the essential social security
and welfare of the individuaL including a right to medical care. Although
there is no national health insurance
program in America, additions by
Congress to the Social Security Act
(1935) provide medical care to the
elderly by Medicare (passed in 1965)
and to the destitute by Medicaid
(1965). No provision has been made
for the million working people who
are without health insurance. Students should discuss the pros and
cons of government-mandated plans
that compel employers to cover all
employees.
The U.N. proclamation mentions
the "right to security in the event of
unemployment." It continues with
the "right to security-in case" of unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age, or other lack of
livelihood in circumstances beyond
one's control. In the Carmichael v.
So. Coal and Coke Co. (1937) decision; the Supreme Court upheld the
Social Security Act of 1935, particularly the unemployment compensation law aspect. In Goldberg v. Kelley
(1970), welfare was considered a
property right that could not be taken
away arbitrarily. In Helvering v.
Davis (1937), the court upheld the old
age benefits of the Social Security
statute and stated Congress could act
on the basis of the Constitution's general welfare clause.
Rights of Children
UDHR's Article 25 closes with
"motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assist,mce." In
the United States, this assistance is provided to the destitute by the controversial Aid to Families with Dependent
Children. Critics have charged that
such aid has forged a chain of dependence. In National Welfare Rights
Organization v. Cahill (1973), the Supreme Court held that having an illegitimate child could not be the basis
for stopping welfare payments. After
reviewing these decisions, students
should consider how the chain of
dependence could be broken.

Cultural and Educational Rights
Article 26 of the UDHR enumerates a number of educational human
rights, including free and compulsory
elementary education and the availability of higher education on the
basis of merit. In the United States,
education is not a constitutional
right. Traditionally, education is a reserved power given to the state. Most
northern states passed laws establishing free public elementary schools
during the period from 1820 to 1860.
The Merrill Act of 1862 established
the principle of federal government
grants for state colleges. The Kalamazoo Decision by the Michigan high
court upheld tax-supported high
schools. Federal funds for education
at all levels increased in 1965 with the
Higher Education Act and the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, amended through the years with
the inclusion of more grants, which
are called titles. Nevertheless, federal
courts have avoided saying there is a
right to education. In 1971, the Pennsylvania Association for -Retarded
Children v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania district court decision ruled
that retarded children could not be
denied access to public schools.
Part 3 of the article states; "Parents have a prior right to choose the
kind of education that shall be given
to their children." In Pierce v. Society of Sisters (1925), by a unanimous decision, the high court ordered
that the state of Oregon could not
compel children to attend public
schools. "We think that the Act of
1922 (Oregon) unreasonably interferes with the liberty of parents and
guardians to direct the upbringing
and education of children under their
control," wrote Justice McReynolds
in the majority opinion.
Article 27 proclaims that everyone
has the right to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy
the arts and share in scientific advancement. The Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka (1954) unraveled
the long practice of Jim Crow that
prevented blacks from participating in

cultural events because of legal segregation. The National Foundation of
the Arts and Humanities was set up in
1963 to promote inexpensive cultural
events for all Americans.
The next article in the U. N. declaration states that everyone has the
right to benefit from his or her artistic, literary, or scientific creation.
The United States Copyright Office
in the Library of Congress protects
artistic and literary creations, while
the Patent and Trademark office protects scientific creation. Students
should review Article I ,Section 8,
Clause 8 of the United States Constitution and decide whether this benefit
is a basic human right.
Article 28 of the U. N. declaration
proclaims "everyone is entitled to a
social and international order in
which the right and freedoms set
forth in this declaration can be fully
realized. "
That "international order" is the
United Nations and the treaties and
agencies set up to carry out its missions. The United States signed the
United Nations Charter on July 28,
1945. Congress passed the United Nations Participation Act on December
20, 1945. The city of New York hosts
the United Nations: and the United
States pays for 25 percent of the
United Nations' budget. By looking
in books on the United Nations, students can learn about agencies and
treaties that strive to attain the rights
stated in the U.N. declaration. Students could produce a chart to show
the human right, and they could give
a brief explanation of how the agency
attempts to achieve that goa\. For example, UNICEF tries to carry out the
human right that states "motherhood
and childhood are entitled to special
care and assistance" by providing
food to starving mothers and children. Amnesty International has information on treaties that try to carry
out human rights.
After the students have examined
the human rights stated in the U.N.
declaration and noted the parallels in
U.S. Supreme Court cases and in
U.S. congressional law, they should
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partIcIpate in some actlvllles constituting closure. Class members might
list those human rights that are desirable. They may point out those rights
that can more easily be granted by
governments, such as the right to
marry whomever one pleases. Not all
cultures, however, approve of this,
and cultural differences have to be
mentioned. Students should note
which "rights" need rich economic
resources in order to be attained, such
as the right to social security. Last,
they might record those rights that
are not mentioned in the 1J.N. declaration but that are essenttal. For ex-

ample, they might list "the right to
live in an unpolluted world."
Near the end of the unit, students
should collect examples of news items
that illustrate the enhancement of
human rights and of those that deny
human rights. Students might end the
unit by giving a precis of these
stories, and the class should discuss
the human rights involved. When students discuss these news items, the
teacher should assess the students'
understanding of their rights.
A teacher who presents a course
based on a comparison of the UDHR
to the U.S. Supreme Court decisions

affecting human rights is acknowl'edging the ramifications of Article
26, which states that education shall
be directed to the full development of
the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human
rights and the fundamental freedoms.
This unit will help teachers explain to
their students that understanding, tolerance, and friendship are necessary
among all nations, races, and religious groups. The unit also furthers
the activities of the United Nations
for the maintenance of peace.
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Introduction:
People in all cultures have devised oral and written stories which express their views of the world and the
origins of their culture. Vvllen these stories are passed on over time, they acquire the weight of tradition as
well as truth. Such saylng have come to be known as fables. Fables are usually explicit and concise. But
they almost ahvays contain great meaning. fu this activity, students will look at proverbs from around the
world and compare them with American ones.
Objectives:
Students will:

o compare fables of other countries with those of the United States.
o recognize similarities and differences between fables.
Grade level: 6-12

Time: Two class periods
Materials:
handouts or copies of fables from the culture of study

-

Procedure:
1. Distribute handouts. Have students read the fables; then go through them one by one asking
student~ to explain the meaning of each fable in their own words.
2. Ask students to give reasons for the existence and popularity of fables. What is it exactly that makes
a fable? have them begin to define the word. Example: A fable is a Sh011 story that provides
example of a moral lesson.
3. Have students list some conunon American fables and read them aloud to the class. How are they
similar to or different from those from other parts of the world? What is the subject or moral of
each? Get a good discussion going on all the topics to which the fable could apply.
4. As a homweork assignment, have the students collect examples of as many fables as they can. tell
them to use other people as resources--parents, neighbors, relatives, friends, teachers. Go over their
findings in class and list the fables they found on the board. Discuss the meanings of these fables.
5. Have students write their own fables. Remind them of the universal application offables.
6. Students should share with the other members of the class and offer critiques of the fables they
write.

Adaptedjrom:Benegar. John. Teaching Writing Skill<;: A Global Approach. Denver. CO:Center for
i 'eachm~ j nternational RelatlOns, J986.
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Suggested Lesson Plan: Social Studies: Indonesia. Honolulu, ID:School of Hawaiian, Asian, and Pacific
Studies; University of Hawaii.
Esposito, John L., ed. Islam in Asia: Religion, Politics and Society. New Yode, NY:Oxford University
Press, 1987.
Richter, Robert. Can the Rainforests Be Saved? New York, NY:Robert Richter Productions, 1990.
The ABC ofUNDP. New York, NY:Cornsult Associates, 1990.
Cited from: The New Global Resource book by The American Forum for Global Education. The
American Forum, Inc., July 1992.

Educators Guide to Free Social Studies Materials, 35th Annual Edition. 1995. Educator's Progress
Service, Inc. :Randolph, WI.
Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia. For Printed Materials Only. Information Division, 2020
Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
Request:
1. HIstory 01 lndonesIa trom AncIent Many to Modem Day Development.

2. Explore Indonesia..
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Teaching about Religions in
World History Courses
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tanding above the Manikarnika
Ghat in Varanasi (Banares), India,
one can look down to the banks of the
Ganges River and watch several funeral pyres on which bodies are burning
seven days a week, twenty-four hours
a day, three hundred sixty-five days a
year. Religious beliefs have penneated
all facets of Indian life and dominated
Indian thought for generations. In India today, religion continues to motivate and inspire people to action.
Above the banks of the Ganges overlooking the river are the ramshackle
buildings of the city. Distinctive yellow apartments stand clustered above
Manikarnika Ghat, apartments that
serve as rented shelters for old people
who have come to the city to die.
When death occurs, the family or relatives have the body washed, wrapped
in a shroud, and then carried to the
river bank. There the body is submerged in the Ganges one last time
after which it is placed on a newly
made pyre of wood. The oldest male
in the family, with head shaved and
dressed in white, the color of mourning, is handed a sheaf of reeds that is
ignited from another pyre. He circumambulates the body three times as a
sign of reverence and then shoves the
reeds under the pyre at the end of his

third tum. The family collectively
stands back and watches as the corpse
is slowly consumed by the lapping
flames.
Indians from the lowest caste tend
the fires to ensure that the body is
properly consumed. Bodies that become dismembered are pushed back
into the flames with a simple two flicks
of the stick that these professionals use
for the task. When the fire dies and the
ashes cool down, the family collects
the ashes and unburned remains of
their loved ones and throw them in the
river. The family returns home, and a
new pyre is erected on the site of the
old for someone else.
These funeral pyres are built on the
mud embankment of the Ganges
amidst the bustle of Indian life. No
special buildings, walls, or ropes separate the cremation of the dead from
the concerns of the living. Workmen
unloading boats full of wood dock only yards away from the site; religious
adherents performing daily pujas wash
their bodies alongside women washing
saris; unfettered bovines wander
around the area; dogs frequently paw
the cooled ashes of earlier pyres. Children run back and forth playing
games, and everywhere there are spectators-family, friends, resting work-

ers, beggars, almsgivers, hawkers, passersby. There is no serenity or silence
as one might expect on such occasions.
Those nearest the fires stare with focused thoughts, but they are engulfed
by the constant motion and sounds of
Indians pursuing the duties of day-today existence.
There are other ways of disposing of
the dead in India. In Varanasi, the
wealthier citizens use a private crematorium in the center of town whereas
the poorest Hindus, unable to purchase the wood for the pyre, may resort to tossing the unburned body into
the middle of the river. Some people
believe the skull of the body must be
broken open after the cremation to release the spirit. In the South of India
and among the Muslims, people are
buried in a fashion more closely resembling the methods used in Western
tradition. In Bombay, Parsi corpses
are placed on towers, exposed to the
elements, to be eaten by the vultures.
Although the process may vary, few
funeral rites are as stunning for a
Westerner to view as are the cremations at Varanasi. Tourists, a common
sight at Manikarnika Ghat. stand with
eyes focused, mouths agape. From a
Western point of view, the scene is astonishing; the casualness with which
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Mahatma Gandhi of India
The Great Stupa at Sanchi, India

fluence that motivates, inspires, and
leads people to personal and public action, is a major component of the Indian culture, as it is elsewhere, so that
Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists, Parsis,
Sikhs, and lains need to know of each
other's religious tradition just to understand the Indian culture of which
they are all a part. Unfortunately, in
India, religious differences led to the
division of the country in 1947 and
have contributed to a history of violence that continues to wrack it. The
second important point is that ignorance of another culture's religious

the dead are handled seems to border
on disre~pect; the public nature of the
event belies a sense of the sacredness
of life. To the unacculturated eye, the
rituals of death and beliefs of the Indians are mystifying and confusing,
leading to misinformed impressions of
a proud and cultured people.
Necessity of Understanding a
Culture's Religions
This view of life and death on the
Marnikarnika Ghat illustrates several
points. First; religion, a powerful in250
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tradition leads to uninformed opinions
that promote stereotyping, fear, and
lack of appreciation for the people and
tradition. Lastly, in the world today,
people tend to judge actions as either
right or wrong, based on the values
that they themselves hold. In the Western tradition, religion has developed
values and has maintained that the values come from God, meaning that no
differing value can be accepted as worthy of consideration and, hence, must
be wrong. This has led to heated confrontations in America as civil law decisions about such things as capital
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punishment and abortion have been
elevated from the realm of "what
would be best for the common good"
to "what my God says is right." This
type of conflict between oftentimes
well-meaning people has led to violence and even death. Students need to
understand the power of values and
their historical connection to religion.
The power of religious fundamentalism coupled with ignorance and
prejudice has had tragic consequences.
History is replete with examples of one
group of people who, for religious reasons, has sought to persecute another.
India provides countless examples, but
it is with Western history that most are
familiar. The Crusades, initially called
by Pope Urban II in 1095, are perhaps
the best-known religious wars, yet
hardly the most destructive. Crusaders
on their way to retrieve the Holy Land
from the Muslims frequent!:y stopped
on the way at Jewish ghettoes and
towns to kill those who refused to convert. Later, the Inquisition carried on
the tradition of trying to eradicate
Jews and Muslims whose religions
were not endorsed by Christian rules.
The Muslims, meanwhile, c:arried out

their own persecution plan. After
sweeping across North Africa in the
eighth century, the Muslims proceeded
to move into India, East Asia, and
Europe. The option of conversion or
death was not the ultimatum they gave
to potential adherents, but rather
taxes, slavery, or death were possible
consequences for those who resisted
the Muslim faith. Under the concept
of jihad, Muslims were authorized to
fight for their religion with the promise of salvation if one died for the
cause; the same promise was made by
the Catholic church to Crusaders.
With colonialism and later imperialism, the European powers carried out
another conversion process beyond the
borders of Europe. Imperialism was
not specifically instigated for religious
reasons, but the "White man's burden," to use Kipling's term, included
the replacement of the native culture
with a Western one. Getting rid of the
native culture meant stamping out pagan beliefs and replacing them with
knowledge of the true God (Le., the
God of Christianity). The Spanish had
been effective at this in Latin America
as were the English and French later in

Africa, India, and South East Asia. In
the world today, it is the United States
that exports its culture, including religion. Although violence is not a chosen vehicle for change, major proselytizing efforts have been made to spread
the Christian Word of God to every
comer of the world. And if America
should choose to use violence, why
not? The United States has fought wars
to make the world safe for democracy,
to prevent communism from spreading, to protect liberty and freedom, to
curb injustice. Fighting for what one
believes in, according to popular wisdom. is the American way.
Helping Students Understand
the Connection between Culture
and Religion
The task of teachers who want to
teach about religions seems clear .
While using caution, objectivity. and
decorum, teachers should help students to comprehend their own religious heritage so that they understand
their own culture. Students should be
taught about other religious traditions
in order to understand other cultures.

Buddhist monks at prayer in
Thailand
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-And they should learn about values
and about how those values are related
to religion and consequently why they
may be cherished by only the members
of the religion that teaches those values. A high school world history class
provides an excellent forum in which
to incorporate all thes(~ concepts into
classroom lessons.
American culture is closely tied to religious roots that come from Europe.
The Roman Catholic church was the

~
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singular Christian church in the West
up until the Reformation of the sixteenth century. Under the influence of
Martin Luther, John Calvin, and
Henry VIII, new Christian churches
emerged in Europe. With the onset of
the Counter Reformation in the following century, Protestant adherents
flocked to America to escape persecution. Their journeys, maxims, and
Christian beliefs have become an integral part of American culture.
Thanksgiving Day may be the only
time one thinks of the Pilgrims at
Plymouth Rock, but, on a daily basis,
one can trip over religious allusions
and meanings used regularly in the
United States without recognizing
them as such. Those who do not understand religious origins and meanings will lack full appreciation of
them. In literature, for example, refer-
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ences to biblical figures are commonplace, but references to Job or Jesus
Christ mean nothing to those readers
who are unfamiliar with the Bible. In
the simplicity of newspaper cartoons,
personalities found in Genesis-Adam
and Eve, and Noah-grace the pages
in scenes in which humor is derived
from knowledge of their past association. The European art traditions that
Americans see as part of their own
past are filled with stories from the Bible, as are music, place names, contemporary media, folklore, and popular culture. To understand our own
culture, we Americans must know
Western religious traditions, and yet,
with the increase in immigrants from
the Middle East, South East Asia, and
India, larger quantities of students
who lack this knowledge fIll our classrooms, leaving teachers with a chal-

A procession during
the Sanji Festival at
the Asakusa Shrine
in Jallan

~,J.enge

they could have ignored only a
:w years ago.

Expanding Students' Knowledge
about Religion
Luckily, in world history classes,
opportunities abound to expand the
students' knowledge about Judaism
and Christianity, the two traditions
that have influenced American culture
the most. Most curriculums allow
room to cover the origins of the Hebrews (Abraham's migration out of
Mesopotamia into Canaan, the later
exodus from Egypt, and the establishment of the later kingdoms) and the
subsequent development of Judaism
as well as the rise of Christianity and
its development over the millennium.
The role of the church in the European
Middle Ages, the Renaissanct!, Reformation, age of exploration, colonialism, imperialism, and the religious
persecution in World War II are all excellent topics in which the introduction
- of religious ideas is easily included.

A Lesson Plan

Objective. Students shall become familiar
with Jewish and Christian lore and be able
to demonstrate recognition of Jewish and
Christian allusions in popular culture.
I. Divide students into small groups and
assign each group a selected story from the
book of Genesis. Provide students with a
copy of their story. They should read it individually or out loud in the group. After
reading the story, each group should
choose characters and prepare to act out
the story for the class. (This idea fits in
nicely when doing the history of the Jews
or the origins of Christianity and also can
be used when doing units on mythology.)
2. Have students make a list, over a period of time, of every religious reference
they observe in quotes, picture's, bumper
stickers, comics, and movies. Working in
cooperation with other pupils who can volunteer information and/or using a Christian Bible (1991), the student should write a
short summary for each reference in which
they explain its origin and the context in
which it was found. For example, if the reference is Job, one might write that he was a
figure found in the Bible in the book titled
Job and that he was a man who was tested
by God and rewarded for his honesty and

forthrightness once his trials ended. Ask
the student whether this information coincides with the information found by other
students.
3. Have students ask their parents for a
religious story they can share in a group.
(This assignment makes students aware of
the fact that many of their fellow students
are members of different religious traditions. It also is an easy way to generate a
body of religious stories.)
4. Show the students a selection of art
slides with religious themes or symbols that
the students are required to identify. (This
works well when doing a unit on the Renaissance and provides an easy opening into
a discussion of humanism, the characteristics of the Renaissance, etc.)
5. When discussing ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Greece, divide students into
groups and give each group a copy of each
of the different creation stories. A student
should read one and then summarize the
story for others. After each member has
presented a summary, ask the students to
compare or contrast the stories that they
were asked to submit to the teacher.
The passage about the flood from the
Mesopotamian classic The Epic oj Gilgamesh (1964) also can be compared to
Noah's account in the Book of Genesis in
the Bible. (Although this activity, like the
others, is designed to introduce or reinforce
the students' knowledge base of Judaism
and Christianity, the activities also provide
openings that teachers can use to introduce
the importance religion had in early societies. To understand people from early civilizations and the tradition-bound customs
they followed, it is imperative for students

to know the religious tenets these people
believed. This is equally true for the study
of the Middle Ages for which students'
knowledge of religion would make the
Romanesque and Gothic movements, as
well as the Renaissance, easier to comprehend.)

The Japanese author Shusako Endo
in his book Foreign Studies (1989)
talks about a young Japanese student
who went to Paris after World War II
to study French culture. According to
the story, the student became overwhelmed by the task, acquired tuberculosis, and had to return to Japan.
The reason the student's task was so
difficult, according to Endo, was that
to understand French culture, one had
to understand the Christian mind set in
which French students were acculturated and Japanese students were not.
Teaching students about other religions is a necessary task that can be
achieved in a world history class. Religion is so much a part of American
culture, and yet it is rarely a topic of
communication among people holding
differing beliefs. Consequently, stereotypical information, often inaccurate, dictates student perceptions of
Muslims, Hindus, Jews, Catholics,
Mormons, and others. It is not uncommon to hear students remark that
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Catholics worship more ,han one god,
that Mormons are not Christian, that
Jews are plotting to take over the
world, or that all Muslims are violent.
Because students observe things but
often do not ask questions, they may
notice the anomalies that characterize
a religion and conclude that the religion or sect is peculiar, based on the
paucity of their knowledge about that
group. Students often speak derisively
about Sikhs and Jews whom they believe may not cut their hair, about
Muslims and Catholics who might fast
for lengthy periods of time, about
Hindu women who have dots on their
forehead, about Muslims and Jews
who may not eat pepperoni on pizza,
about Jehovah's Witnesses who will
not take blood transfu:,ions, or about
Mormon men who had been allowed
more than one wife. Students' misconceptions and stereotypes about various
religions need to be addressed because
these add to the prejudices people hold
about their own countrymen and people of other nations. Although knowledge of all religions is useful for American students, it also is important and
necessary for them to acquire sound
and accurate information about the
many and diverse Christian groups
that abound in the United States.
Awareness of the tenets of Islam and
Judaism is also imperative because
these constitute, along with Christianity, the Western religious tradition. In
a world history class, information
about the Islamic tradition is frequently taught in connection to the historical time frame in which it appears (just
before or-after the unit on the Middle
Ages) .. Judaism can be approached
when discussing the ancient civilization of the Hebrews or can be covered
in depth as an adjun4;t to the Inquisition or the Holocaust. Information
about some Christian sects can be incorporated into a unit about the Protestant Reformation.

A Lesson Plan

Objective. Students shall become familiar
with the basic tenets of Judaism and Islam,
254
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shall be able to distinguish these two religions from the Christian sects that came
forth after the Reformation, shall recognize how Judaism and Islam differ from
the historical Christian tradition.
1. Have students make a chart listing the
main beliefs of Christians, Muslims, and
Jews. Have students note in what ways the
religions are similar and in what ways different. (This activity helps to clarify some
of the differences and similarities between
the religions. When the students see information on paper, they seem to understand
it better.)
2. Have a Jewish or Muslim representative come to class and talk about her or
his religion. (Such invitations should be
cleared with the administration. In addition, the teacher needs to remind the
speaker that she or he should describe the
history, beliefs, practices, rituals, and morals of her or his religious community and
avoid any advocacy statements.)
3. Have students visit churches, mosques,
or synagogues that are different from
their own. Students may either attend a
service or talk to one of the religious
leaders. Students can go in groups or individually but should make a report to the
class on what they learned. (This assignment continues to be praised by students
who claim it is the most informative and
beneficial exercise they ever had to do.
Students claim that they were always well
received and that they gained new insight
into a belief or ritual about which they had
been misinformed.) I provide an alternative
assignment for students who do not choose
this one. Again, I obtain parental permission. Teachers should brief students on
what they should expect, how to behave
and dress, and what to look for.
4. Hold a mock meeting of the minds in
which students representing Martin Luther,
Pope Leo X, and Henry VIII, or John
Calvin, Martin Luther, and Pope Clement
VII answer questions from the class. (The
perfect time for this is at the end of the
unit on the Reformation.)
5. Have students solicit information
from their parents about their beliefs,
which students can then share in class in
groups. Each member of a group is required to list ideas she or he hears from
other members and to indicate whether the
idea is similar or different from his or her
beliefs.
6. Re-enact the Diet of Worms, called
by Charles V in 1521, in which Martin
Luther was cross-examined by Cardinal
Alexander, the papal nuncio.
7. Have students pretend that they have
been called before the Spanish Inquisition.
They must write a response to charges of
heresy by justifying their own beliefs. (Activities 1, 2, 3 are appropriate when teaching about Judaism, Christianity, or Islam.
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When teaching about the Reformation in
high school world history classes, it is not
enough just to trace the lives of religious
reformers like Martin Luther and Henry
VIII. Students need to know what the
Reformation was supposed to improve as
well as the lasting consequences of this
movement. Activities 4, 5, 6, and 7 are
easily incorporated into a Reformation
unit and will help clarify what the movement was about and the fact that many
different Protestant traditions trace their
roots to the Reformation.)

Religion is an exciting and powerful
influence that has preoccupied mankind throughout history and motivated people to do extraordinary
things that stretch the limits of human
potential. It motivated Martin Luther
to challenge the Pope, Gandhi to unite
India, Martin Luther King, Jr., to
challenge a racist society to reform. It
is the inspiration for Mother Teresa
who continues to labor on behalf of
the poor and dispossessed. Religion
also has caused wars, united countries,
motivated people to sacrifice their
lives for its perpetuation. Religion has
inspired people to crawl on their knees
to worship at pilgrimage sites around
the world, to carve out of sheer rock
caves in which to live, to build
magnificent monuments for the glory
of their deity. It has caused mass
migrations of people. Religion has
moved some Chinese people to climb
mountains, some Egyptians to build
pyramids, and some Aztecs to sacrifice
other humans. Religious thought has
permeated our collective conscious
and unconscious, inspired great art
and music, and is an integral part of
every world culture. Its continuing
power is evident today in the political
struggles in many countries, including
Ireland, India, the United States, and
the Middle East. Because religion has
had such an impact on the development of contemporary societies and
because it is such a powerful factor in
how we relate to each other as nations
and as individuals, we must understand the religions of the world so
that we can understand our culture
and that of others.
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